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The 2018 CAMH Monitor Topic Outline: Item Allocation by Questionnaire Panel 

PANEL  A PANEL  B 
Item name Topic (variable description) 

 (Jan-Dec)  (Jan-Dec) 

1 General Health 
gh1 General health good, …? 1 1 

hs1a Mental health good,…? 1 1 

HRQoL 
doc1 Have you seen a doctor? 1 
gh2r Nr. days, past  30 days, physical health not good 1 
gh3r Nr. days, past  30 days, mental health not good 1 

fas1 Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FASD) (ever diagnosed) 1 

1a Traumatic brain injury (St. Michael's Hosp) 
tbni1-tbi1 How many times have you had a head injury (life) 2 

tbi2 How many times have you had a head injury (past12m) 1 
tbni2-tbni3 Have you ever had a child with TBI 2 

2 Tobacco  
2A Consumption 

Smoking Status (tc1- tc7) 
tc1    At the present time, do you smoke...? 1 1 
tc2    Have you smoked 100 cigs? 1 1 
tc3    Have you ever smoked daily? 1 1 
tc4    Age of onset 1 1 
tc5    How long ago you smoked? 1 1 
tc6    How many cigs smoked daily 1 1 
tc7    How soon after wake up do you smoke? 1 1 

Occasional Smoking  (tos1-tos2) 
tos1 How many cigarettes? 1 1 
tos2 On how many days (last 30d) did you smoke? 1 1 

Smoking Cessation (tc8-tc10; tq2) 
tc8    Past 12 month serious attempt? (tc8) 1 1 
tc9    Intent in 6 months? (tc9) 1 1 

tc10    Intent in 30 days? (tc10) 1 1 

Flexible  Tobacco Content 
2 2 

7items  (waterpipe + e-cig items) 5 5 



PANEL  A PANEL  B 
Item name Topic (variable description) 

 (Jan-Dec)  (Jan-Dec) 

Tobacco Opinion/ Policy (Panel A only - OTRU) 
~43 items (full panel) (some items new 2018) 43 

crisk7 Smoking cannabis less harmful …than  cannabis 1 

3 Alcohol 
3A Consumption (10 items) 

ac1 During the past 12 months have you had a drink? 1 1 
ac2 Did you EVER have a drink of any alcoholic beverage? 1 1 
ac5 How often, if ever, did you drink alcoholic beverages 1 1 

during the past 12 months? 
ac5a How often, if ever, did you drink alcoholic beverages 1 1 

during the past 30 days? 
ac6a On those days when you drank, how many drinks did 1 1 

you usually have? (past 12 m) 
five About how often in the past 12 m you had 5 or 1 1 

more drinks at the same sitting 
five30 About how often in the past 30 days you had 5 or 1 1 

more drinks at the same sitting 
four About how often in the past 12 m you had 4 or 1 1 

more drinks at the same sitting (women only) 
ac3 Have you ever had fiveplus weekly? 1 1 

AUDIT (7 items: aud4-aud0) 7 7 
aud4 How often during the past 12 months have you found 

you were not able to stop drinking once started 
aud5 How often in the past 12 m have you failed to do what 

was expected from you because of drinking 
aud6  How often past 12 m have you needed a first drink 

in the morning… 
aud7 How often past 12 m have you had a feeling of guilt 

 or remorse after drinking 
aud8 How often past 12 m have you  been unable to 

remember what happened the night before 
aud9  Have you or someone else EVER been injured 

as a result of your drinking? 
aud10 Has a relative, friend, doctor EVER been concerned 

about your drinking or suggested you cut down? 

Alcohol Opinions 
ags1r-ags7a Buying alcohol - grocery stores 5 

FASD 

fasd1-fasd9 Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FASD) (several items - ask only women) 9 



 

  
PANEL  A PANEL  B 

Item name Topic (variable description)     

  
 (Jan-Dec)  (Jan-Dec) 

        
4 Driving (Panel B + Online B)     

drive During the past 12 months, have you driven a car, van,...    1 
 or any other type of motor vehicle?     

dr1,a,b,c,d  How much you drive in a typical WEEK - Km/ miles....     5 

dr5 During the past 12 months, have you been in a collision   1 

  
    

 
Drinking & driving (past 12m)      

dd1 During the past 12 m, have you driven a motor vehicle    1 

 
after having 2 or more drinks in the previous hour     

  
    

drtext1/drtext2 Texting and driving  (new 2016)   1 

  
  1 

5 Cannabis     

  
    

5a Cannabis risk      
crisk2 How much do people risk  smoking cannabis  1-2 times a week   1 
crisk4 Hom much do people risk smoking cannabis daily   1 
crisk5 Hom much do people risk using  cannabis in other ways (eating, drinking)   1 
crisk6 How much do people risk using cannabis by vapourizer   1 

  
    

5b Cannabis consumption     
cn1 Cannabis lifetime use 1 1 

cn1age How old were you? 1 1 
cn2 Cannabis last 12 months 1 1 

reg1 Cannabis used medically 1 1 
medcan Did you have medical approval (new 2014) 1 1 

cnvap Used cannabis vaping past 12m (new 2016) 1 1 
tp107b Cannabis mixed with tobacco (new 2015) 1 1 
canalc Used cannabis with alcohol past 12m (new 2017) 1 1 

  
    

5c Cannabis Use & Driving (Panel B)     
cdr1 Driving after cannabis use (past 12 months)   1 
cdr2 How many times past 30 days   1 

  
    

cnm1-6 Mode/Ways of use   6 

  
    

cns1-2 Source   2 
      

cnsoc1-2 Social context (past 12 users)   2 

  
    

5d Dependence/Problems (Panel B)     
can3m Use past3 m   1 

cn30 Use past 30 d   1 

  
    



 

  
PANEL  A PANEL  B 

Item name Topic (variable description)     

  
 (Jan-Dec)  (Jan-Dec) 

        

 
ASSIST   5 

cnas1 Strong desire to use     
cnas2 Use led to health, social, legal probl     
cnas3 Failed to do what was normally expected     
cnas4 Smn expressed concern     
cnas5 Tried and failed to cut down or stop using     

  
    

treat1c-2c Treatment for cannabis    1 

  
  1 

5e Cannabis Perceptions/Opinions/Policy     
cnson1-3 Social Acceptability  3 3 

  
    

 
Perceptions (agree/disagree)     

cnp13 Bothered by stores    1 
cdr3 DUIC increases risk of a motor vehicle collision   1 
cdr4 DUIC safer than DUIA   1 
cdr5 DUIC increases risk of being caught    1 

cnp14 Cannabis can be addictive   1 

  
    

 
Cannabis Control     

cnp1r-cnp12 Retail/Advertising/Policy   4 
cnpage Legal age for cannabis use (ask all)   1 

cnp2 Adults should be allowed to grow cannabis for personal use    1 
cnp7 Try cannabis if legalized tomorrow   1 

cnp7a Use more/less/same   1 

  
    

crime  Have you ever been arrested   1 
crime2 Was it for cannabis   1 

  
    

6  Cocaine  (Panel B)     
ck1 Cocaine lifetime use   1 
ck2 Cocaine last 12 months   1 

  
    

7 Mental Health (K6) (new 2015)     
k1 Felt nervous   6 
k2 Felt hopeless     
k3 Felt restless or fidgety     
k4 So depressed, nothing could cheer you up     
k5 Everything was an effort     
k6 Felt worthless     

 
      

7a Suicide (NEW 2013)     
suic1 Suicide ideation   1 
suic2 Suicide attempt   1 



 

  
PANEL  A PANEL  B 

Item name Topic (variable description)     

  
 (Jan-Dec)  (Jan-Dec) 

        

  
    

8 Psychotherapeutics (anxiety, depression med)     
ps11, ps16 Past 12m use (anxiety, depression med)   2 

  
    

9 Pain Relievers     
po1-po2 Any use /any non-medical use    2 
prs1, pr7 Non-medical use/source    2 

dpo1 PR & driving   2 

  
    

10 Demographics 26 26 
age/birth Age     
rgender Gender     

sd2 Highest level of education     
sd3-4 Religion     
sd5a Household, number of people 

Household, number of children (new 2014) 
    

sd5b     
sdliv Living arrangements (new 2016)     

sd6-sd6b Present/past work 
Valid driver’s licence 

    
sd7b     

sd8 Language spoken at home     
sd17 Sexual orientation  (new 2014)     

sd9a-sd9c Ethnic/cultural group (4 items)     
race1-race2f Race  (new 2012) (6 items)     

sd10 Household income     
sd8a Immigrant - what country   
sd8b Immigrant -when did come to Canada   

pcod-pcd9.2/ Postal code   
postcode    

 Cell phones   
cty1-cty5   County/regional municipality     

county      
re1 - re2 Respondent Evaluations     

      
11 Follow-up/recruitment item for lifetime TBI 5 5 

      
 TOTAL COMPONENT 128.0 165.0 

  



 

 
 
TITLE:  Ontario CAMH MONITOR  2018  
 
PANELS  A + B  Jan-Dec 2018  
 
=============================================== 
[#If Random = 1 go to  Panel A, If Random = 2  go to  Panel B] 
[# If panel=1, Panel A, panel=2, Panel B] 
 
four (9) skip, chek changed to treat d, r as non drinkers Apr 17, 
2018 ;  April start, >fas1< added in v2 
 
tbni1r replaced tbni1, tbni3r replaced tbni3 in v3. 
re1 re2 added in v3. ve compiled on Jun 1, 2018. 
 
[#===========================================] 
 
 
>gend< [return][open cb][allow 1][loc 45/1]  
       [setkey <esc> to <skcb>] 
       [setkey <f7> to <j>]     
       [define <d><8>][define <r><9>] 
 
[bold][yellow] INTERVIEWER: Enter respondent's gender please 
[n][white] 
 
        1  Male 
        5  Female 
 
        d  Don't know 
        @ 
  
[@] <1,5,d>        
    [store gend in RGENDER]  
 
>ssss< [if BTIM is <>][settime BTIM][endif] 
       [open cb]  
 
         
>panel< [goto ck_panel] 
 
[bold][yellow] INTERVIEWER: Enter Panel to test please 
[n][white] 
 
        1  Panel A 
        2  Panel B      
         
        @ 
  
  
[@] <1,2> [store panel in LICO][goto int3]  
 
 
>ck_panel< [if RANDOM1 le <4>][store <1> in 
panel][endif][#Panel A, 1/3] 
           [if RANDOM1 gt <4>][store <2> in panel][endif][#Panel 
B, 2/3]               
           [if REGN eq <3> and RANDOM1 le <6>][store <1> in 
panel][endif][#Panel A/B, 1/2 May 29] 
           [if REGN gt <4> and RANDOM1 le <8>][store <1> in 
panel][endif][#Panel 60%A, 40%B May 29] 
           [store panel in LICO][#random1: 1-12]     
            
 
 

 
 
[# ====  GENERAL HEALTH QUESTIONS  ===] 
[#=======ASK ALL PANELS  ==========] 
 
 
>int3<  
 
[r] First, we would like to begin with a few questions about your 
general       [n] 
[r] health and how you have been feeling lately.                                
[n] 
 
        Press enter to continue 
 
        @ 
 
[@][nodata] 
 
 
>gh1<  [define <d><8>] [define <r><9>] 
 
[r] In general, would you say your overall HEALTH is excellent, 
very good, good,[n] 
[r] fair or poor?                                                               [n] 
 
        1  Excellent 
        2  Very good 
        3  Good 
        4  Fair 
        5  Poor 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused 
        @ 
 
[@] <1-5,d,r> 
 
 
>hs1a<  
 
[r] In general, would you say your overall MENTAL HEALTH is 
excellent, very good,[n] 
[r] good, fair, or poor?                                                         [n] 
 
        1  excellent 
        2  very good 
        3  good 
        4  fair 
        5  poor 
 
        d  don't know        r  refused 
        @ 
 
 
[@] <1-5,d,r> 
 
 
>doc1< [#PANEL B Only ] 
       [if panel eq <1> goto tc1][#panel A skip to tobacco]           
       [define <d><98>][define <r><99>]   
        
[r] In the past 12 months, how many times have you seen a doctor 
about your     [n] 
[r] physical health or for a check-up?                                          [n] 
   
        0  No visits  
   
     1-96  Enter exact number  
       97  97 or more 



 

   
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
         
[@] <0,1-97,d,r>  
 
 
[# ====  HRQoL, Panel B only  ========] 
 
 
>gh2r< [# gh2r replaced gh2]    
       [define <d><98>][define <r><99>] 
 
[r] Now thinking about your physical health, which includes illness 
and injury, [n] 
[r] for how many days in the last 30 days was your physical health 
not good?    [n] 
 
        0  never 
 
     1-30  enter number of days 
 
        d  don't know        r  refused 
        @ 
 
[@] <0,1-30,d,r> 
 
 
>gh3r<  [# gh3r replaced gh3]  
 
[r] Now thinking about your mental health, which includes stress, 
depression,   [n] 
[r] and problems with emotions, for how many days during the past 
30 days was   [n] 
[r] your mental health not good?                                                [n] 
 
        0  never 
 
     1-30  enter number of days 
 
        d  don't know        r  refused 
        @ 
 
[@] <0,1-30,d,r> 
 
 
 
 
[# =======TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY (TBI)======] 
 
[# === PANEL (B) ===] [#  new 2011, REVISED 2015, 2018] 
                                                                               
 
>int_tbi< [if panel eq <1> goto end_tbi][# Panel A skip 
out][#NEW 2018] 
 
[r] Researchers at CAMH are interested in people's experiences 
with head and    [n] 
[r] neck injuries and how this type of injury impacts them and their 
children.  [n] 
                                                                                 
[r] The next questions are about head or neck injuries that you may 
have had    [n] 
[r] in your life. Please think of any injury such as: from a vehicle 
accident,  [n] 
[r] from playing sports, from falling, from being in a fight, from 
being hit    [n] 
[r] by something or by someone, or by a nearby explosion or blast.              
[n] 
  

 
     Press "Enter" to continue @ 
 
[@][nodata] 
 
 
>tbni1r< [#revised June 2018, replaced tbni1][define <d><8>] 
[define <r><9>]  
 
[r] We are interested in any hit or blow to the HEAD OR NECK 
that resulted in   [n] 
[r] a headache, dizziness, blurred or double vision, vomiting, 
feeling confused [n] 
[r] or "dazed", problems remembering, neck pain, or KNOCKED 
OUT or loss of      [n] 
[r] consciousness.                                                              [n] 
  
[r] IN YOUR LIFE, have YOU ever had this TYPE of HEAD OR 
NECK injury?           [n] 
         
        1  yes  
        5  no 
 
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 
 
[@] <1> 
    <5,d,r>[goto tbni2] 
 
>tbi1< [define <d><98>][define <r><99>][#reworded 2018]  
 
[r] How many times, if ever IN YOUR LIFE, have you had a 
HEAD OR NECK injury    [n] 
[r] that resulted in you being knocked out or unconscious for AT 
LEAST          [n] 
[r] 5 minutes, or resulted in a hospital stay for at least 1 night?             
[n] 
 
           0  Never 
               
        1-10  Enter exact number 
 
           d  Don't Know         r  Refused 
           @  
 
 
[@] <1-10>  
    <0,d,r> [goto tbni2] 
 
 
>tbi2<  [define <d><8>][define <r><9>]    
  
[r] Did you have this type of head injury during the past 12 
months?            [n] 
 
[bold][yellow]  
   Interviewer: if required, we mean the type of head or neck injury 
that  
   results in being knocked out or unconscious for AT LEAST 5 
minutes, or  
   results in a hospital stay for at least 1 night.  
[n][white] 
 
        1  yes 
        5  no         
 
        d  don't know        r  refused 
        @ 
 



 

[@] <1>  
    <5,d,r>  
 
 
>tbni2<  [define <d><8>][define <r><9>]   [#new 2018] [# ask all 
Panel B] 
 
[r] Next, we are interested in head and neck injuries among 
children.           [n] 
 
[r] Do you have any children? Please include children that live 
with you and    [n] 
[r] adult children who may not live with you.                                   
[n] 
 
[bold][yellow] 
  Interviewer: this includes step-children, adopted children and 
foster children 
[n][white] 
 
        1  yes 
        5  no         
         
        d  don't know        r  refused 
        @ 
 
[@] <1>  
    <5,d,r>[goto end_tbi]  
 
     
>tbni3r<  [#revised June 2018] 
          [define <d><8>][define <r><9>][# ask all Panel B] 
 
[r] Please think of any HEAD OR NECK that resulted in a 
headache, dizziness,    [n] 
[r] blurred or double vision, vomiting, feeling confused or "dazed", 
problems   [n] 
[r] remembering, neck pain, or KNOCKED OUT or loss of 
consciousness.            [n] 
 
[r] Have any of YOUR CHILDREN ever had this type of HEAD 
OR NECK injury during  [n] 
[r] their lifetime?                                                             [n] 
  
[bold][yellow] 
    Interviewer: by EVER, we mean in childhood or in adulthood. 
[n][white] 
 
        1  yes 
        5  no         
         
        7  R volunteers don't have children 
 
        d  don't know        r  refused 
        @ 
 
[@] <1>  
    <5,7,d,r>   
       
 
>end_tbi< 
 

[#=======FASD -  Fetal Alcohol Syndrome  ========] 
[===#new April 2018, Panel B only  ==========] 
 
>fas1< [loc 52/71][if panel eq <1> goto tc1][# Panel A skip out] 
       [define <d><8>][define <r><9>] 
[r] Some people are born with Fetal Alcohol Syndrome or Fetal 
Alcohol Spectrum  [n] 
[r] Disorder. Have you ever been told by anyone, such as a doctor, 
other health [n] 
[r] professional, or a parent that you have Fetal Alcohol Syndrome 
or Fetal     [n] 
[r] Alcohol Spectrum Disorder?                                                  [n] 
 
[bold][yellow] 
  Interviewer, if needed: Fetal Alcohol Syndrome or Fetal Alcohol 
Spectrum  
  Disorder can result when a mother drinks alcohol while pregnant.  
  If needed: Fetal Alcohol Syndrome is also known as FAS and  
  Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder is also known as FASD.  
 
 If needed: FASD is a term used to describe the range of  
disabilities  
 (physical, cognitive and emotional) that can occur in an individual  
 whose mother drank alcohol while pregnant. Other diagnosis 
included  
 in term FASD are 'partial fetal alcohol syndrome'and 'alcohol-
related  
 neurodevelopmental disorder'. FAS is the most severe form of 
FASD. 
[n][white]  
 
         1  yes 
         5  no  
 
         d  don't know       r  refused      @ 
                                              
                                              
[@] <1,5,d,r>  
 
 
 [# ===  TOBACCO CONSUMPTION,  ALL  =========] 
 
 
>tc1< [loc 45/17][# ask all][define <d><8>][define <r><9>] 
 
[r] Next, some questions about smoking.                                         
[n] 
 
[r] At the present time do you smoke cigarettes daily, occasionally, 
or         [n] 
[r] not at all?                                                                 [n]           
 
        1  Daily 
        3  Occasionally 
        5  Not at all 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1> [goto tc4] 
    <3,5,d,r>  
          
          
>tc2<   
 
[r] Have you smoked at least 100 cigarettes in your life?                       
[n] 
 
[bold][yellow]  
   Interviewer, if necessary: "100 cigarettes is about 5 packs."  



 

[n][white] 
 
        1  Yes 
        5  No 
 
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1>  
    <5,d,r> [goto end_tc]  
 
 
>tc3<   
 
[r] Have you ever smoked cigarettes daily?                                      
[n] 
 
        1  Yes 
        5  No 
 
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1>  
    <5,d,r> [goto tc5] 
 
 
>tc4< [# ask daily smokers only] 
      [define <d><98>][define <r><99>] 
 
[r] How old were you when you first started smoking daily?                      
[n] 
 
     5-70  Enter age 
 
       71  71 or older 
  
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <5-71,d,r> 
 
 
>tc5< [if tc1 eq <1>][goto tc6][endif] 
      [define <d><8>][define <r><9>] 
 
[r] How long ago was it that you last smoked:  was it less than one 
week ago,   [n] 
[r] less than one month, 1 to 6 months, 7 to 11 months, 1 to 5 
years, or more   [n] 
[r] than 5 years ago?                                                           [n] 
 
[bold][yellow] 
    INTERVIEWER:  If respondent gives AGE, ask how many 
YEARS AGO that was.  
[n][white] 
 
        0  Less than one week 
        1  more than one week but less than a month 
        2  1 to 6 months 
        3  7 to 11 months 
        4  1 to 5 years 
        5  more than 5 years 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <0,1>  
    <2-5,d,r> [goto end_tc] 
 

 
>tc6< [if tc1 ge <5>][goto end_tc][endif]     
      [if tc1 ge <3>][goto tc7][endif] 
      [define <d><98>] [define <r><99>] 
 
[r] How many cigarettes do you usually smoke each day?                           
 
[bold][yellow]  
    INTERVIEWER: 1 large pack = 25 cigarettes;  1 small pack = 
20 cigarettes  
[n][white] 
 
        0  Less than one a day 
 
     1-97  Enter number of cigarettes 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <0-97,d,r> 
 
 
>tc7<  [if tc1 eq <3>][goto tos1][endif]  
       [define <d><8>][define <r><9>] 
 
[r] How soon after you wake up do you usually smoke your first 
cigarette: within[n] 
[r] 5 minutes, from 6 to 30 minutes, from 31 to 60 minutes, or after 
60 minutes?[n] 
 
        1  within 5 minutes 
        3  6 to 30 minutes 
        5  31 to 60 minutes 
        7  after 60 minutes 
 
        d  don't know        r  refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1,3,5,7,d,r> 
 
 
[#==========OCCASIONAL SMOKING:  tos1; tos2  
==================] 
 
[#NEW in 2005, used in CCHS ]  
 
 
>tos1< [#new in 2005] [#panel A+B]        
       [if tc1 ne <3> goto tc8][#ask only occasional smokers,if tc1 eq 
<3>] 
       [define <d><98>][define <r><99>] 
 
[r] On those days that you do smoke, about how many cigarettes 
do you        [n] 
[r] usually have?                                                            [n] 
 
        0-60  enter number 
 
        d  don't know        r  refused 
        @ 
 
[@] <0-60,d,r>  
 
 
>tos2< [#new in 2005] [#panel A+B] 
 
[r] On how many of the last 30 days did you smoke one or more 
cigarettes?       [n] 
                                                          
        0  none 



 

 
        1-30  enter number 
 
        d  don't know        r  refused 
        @ 
 
[@] <0,d,r>  
    <1-30>  
 
 
>tc8< [define <d><98>][define <r><99>] [# ask all current 
smokers] [#panel A+B] 
 
[r] In the past 12 months, how many times have you made a 
serious attempt to    [n] 
[r] quit smoking cigarettes?                                                    [n] 
 
[bold][yellow]  
    IF NECESSARY:  A serious attempt would mean you quit 
smoking for at least  
    24 hours.  
[n][white] 
 
        0  No attempts 
 
     1-96  Enter exact number 
       97  97 or more 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused 
        @  
         
[@] <0-97,d,r> 
 
 
>tc9<   [define <d><8>] [define <r><9>][#panel A+B] 
 
[r] Do you intend to quit smoking in the next SIX MONTHS?                       
[n] 
 
[bold][yellow]  
    INTERVIEWER: "Yes we mean quitting altogether"  
[n][white] 
 
        1  yes  
        5  no 
 
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1>  
    <5,d,r> [goto end_tc]  
 
 
>tc10<   [#panel A+B] 
       
[r] Do you intend to quit smoking in the next THIRTY DAYS?                      
[n] 
 
        1  yes 
        5  no 
 
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1,5,d,r> 
 
 
>end_tc<  
 
 

[# =====  WATERPIPE, items added Jan 8 2016  
=====================]                                  
                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
>tc16wp< [#new 2016] [#panel A+B] [#added tobacco 2018]        
         [define <d><8>][define <r><9>]                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                      
[r] In the past 12 months, have you ever smoked tobacco in a 
waterpipe?         [n] 
                                                                                                                                                      
[bold][yellow]                                                                                                                                                             
   Interviewer, if asked: waterpipe,  also known as hookah or 
shisha, is an                                                                                                
   instrument for smoking flavoured tobacco in which the smoke is 
passed                                                                                                   
   through a water basin before inhalation                                                                                                         
[n][white]                                    
 
        1  yes                                                                                                                     
        5  no                                                                         
                                                                                      
        7  never heard of waterpipe before                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                      
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused                                                                                               
        @                                                                             
                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                                           
[@] <1>                                                                                                    
    <5,7,d,r>[goto end_wp]                                                      
 
 
>tc16w< [#ask only if yes to tc16wp][#new 2012]  
        [define <d><98>][define <r><99>] [# added tobacco 2018]                                                                                                                                                                              
                                                                                      
[r] In the past 30 days, on how many days if at all, did you smoke 
tobacco in   [n] 
[r] a waterpipe?                                                                [n] 
 
        0  none                                                                                                                            
                                                                                      
        1-30  enter number                                                                                        
                                        
        d  don't know        r  refused    
        @                
                         
                         
[@] <0,d,r>                                                                                        
    <1-30>                                                                            
                 
>end_wp<  
 
 
[# ==== E-CIGARETTE (NEW 2013)  
==================] 
[#panel A+B] 
 
 
>tecig2rc<[#ask Panel A+B]  
          [define <d><8>][define <r><9>]  
 
[r] Now some questions about electronic cigarettes or e-cigarettes, 
also known  [n] 
[r] as "vape pipes", "hookah pens" and "e-hookas".                              
[n] 
 
[bold][yellow]  
   Interviewer: e-cigarettes are electronic devices that create an  
   inhaled mist, simulating the act of smoking.  
[n][white]     
 



 

[r] Have you ever taken at least one puff from an e-cigarette?                  
[n] 
 
        1  yes 
        5  no 
        7  never heard of e-cigarettes before 
 
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1>  
    <5,7,d,r>[goto SMOKE_FLAG]    
  
 
>tecig2a<  
 
[r] Was this in the past 12 months?                                             [n] 
  
[bold][cyan]  
   that you had at least one puff of an e-cigarette? 
[n][white]    
 
        1  yes 
        5  no 
 
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1>  
    <5,d,r>[goto SMOKE_FLAG]  
  
 
>tecig2b<  
  
[r] Was this in the past 30 days?                                               [n] 
  
[bold][cyan]  
   that you had at least one puff of an e-cigarette? 
[n][white]    
 
        1  yes 
        5  no 
 
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1>  
    <5,d,r>[goto tecignic]  
 
 
>tecig3< [define <d><98>][define <r><99>]     
         [#ASK only Past-30 day e-cigarette users]          
                        
[r] On how many of the past 30 days, if at all, did you smoke an e-
cigarette?   [n] 
           
       1-30  enter number 
 
          d  don't know        r  refused 
          @ 
 
 
[@] <d,r>  
    <1-30>  
 
 
>tecignic< [define <d><8>][define <r><9>]  [#NEW 2015] 
           [#ask ALL past 12m users of e-cigarettes ]  
 

[r] The last time you used an e-cigarette, did it contain nicotine?             
[n] 
 
        1  yes 
        5  no 
 
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 
 
[@] <1-5,d,r>  
 
 
>SMOKE_FLAG< [allow 1][store <0> in SMOKE_FLAG]  
             [if tc1 is <1>][store <1> in SMOKE_FLAG][endif] 
             [if tc1 is <3> and tc2 is <1>] 
                [store <1> in SMOKE_FLAG] 
                [endif]   
 
 
 
[# =======OTHER  E-CIGARETTE (NEW 2014)  =======] 
[# Panel A only from here] 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
 
 
>tecig4< [if panel gt <1> goto end_tecig] 
         [if tecig2rc gt <5> goto end_tecig]   
         [define <d><8>][define <r><9>]  [#ask ALL non-users of e-
cigarettes ] 
 
[r] Do you think you will use an electronic or e-cigarette at any 
time during   [n] 
[r] the next 12 months?                                                         [n] 
 
[r] Would you say definitely yes, probably yes, probably not, 
definitely not?   [n]  
                                                                            
        1  definitely yes  
        2  probably yes 
        3  probably not 
        4  definitely not 
 
        d  don't know         r refused 
        @  
         
  
[@] <1-4,d,r> 
 
 
>tecig5< [#ASK EVER e-cigarette users ; #skip changed Jan 2018] 
         [if tecig2rc gt <1> goto end_tecig] 
         [define <d><8>][define <r><9>] 
          
[r] Now, please think about your own e-cigarette use.  Would you 
say that you   [n] 
[r] are NOT AT ALL ADDICTED to e-cigarettes, SOMEWHAT 
ADDICTED to e-cigarettes, [n] 
[r] or VERY ADDICTED to e-cigarettes?                                           
[n] 
  
        1  Not at all addicted  
        2  Somewhat addicted 
        3  Very addicted 
         
        d  don't know         r refused 
        @  
         
  
[@] <1-3,d,r> 



 

 
 
>tecig6< [define <d><8>][define <r><9>] [#ASK only EVER e-
cigarette users]                    
          
[r] What is the single most important reason you HAVE used an e-
cigarette?      [n] 
 
[bold][yellow] 
    Interviewer: Read list only if R says don't know. 
[n][white]  
  
        1  Curiosity  
        2  To get around smoking restrictions 
        3  Because my friends use e-cigs  
        4  To reduce the amount of tobacco I use  
        5  To quit smoking  
        6  To avoid relapse  
         
        7  Other (please specify)  
         
        d  don't know         r refused 
        @  
         
  
[@] <1-6,d,r> 
    <7>[specify] 
     
 
>tp109n< [#new 2017][#ASK ALL past 12m e-cigarette users] 
         [if tecig2a gt <1> goto end_tecig]  
         [define <d><98>][define <r><99>][define <s><0>]  
 
[r] Thinking about the last time you used an e-cigarette, where 
were you?       [n] 
[r] Would you say you were:                                                     [n] 
[r]  1  at home,                                                                [n] 
[r]  2  at a friend's house,                                                    [n] 
[r]  3  at school/ on campus,                                                   [n]        
[r]  4  at work,                                                                [n] 
[r]  5  at a bar or nightclub,                                                  [n] 
[r]  6  in a car,                                                               [n] 
[r]  7  at a vape shop or vape lounge,                                          [n] 
[r]  8  at another indoor public place (e.g. restaurant, mall, etc.)            
[n] 
[r]  9  at another outdoor public place (e.g. on a patio, on the 
sidewalk, etc.)[n] 
 
[bold][yellow]  
   Interviewer: please Code only one option. 
 Interviewer (if necessary): A vape shop is a small retailer that sells  
 e-cigarettes, e-juices, and related products;  
 Interviewer (if necessary): A vape lounge is a lounge, cafe or 
other dedicated  
 space for e-cigarette users to vape together. 
[n][white] 
             
      1-9  enter answer 
 
        s  Other Specify 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1-9,d,r>  
    <s>[specify]    
 
 
>end_tecig<  
 

  
[# =======  TOBACCO POLICY - PANEL A ONLY  
================] 
 
[#NEW OTRU items] 
 
 
>tecig8< [if panel gt <1> goto tcotp] 
         [define <d><8>][define <r><9>][define <s><0>] [#New 
2015] 
         [if tecig2b ne <1> goto tcotp] 
         [#ASK only Past-30 day e-cigarette users] 
  
[r] Thinking about the last time you bought E-CIGARETTES for 
your own use,      [n] 
[r] where did you buy them?                                                     [n] 
 
[bold][yellow]  
   Interviewer: please read the list. Code only one option.[n][white] 
 
[r] Did you buy them:                                                           [n] 
[r]  1  at a convenience store or small grocery store,                          
[n] 
[r]  2  at a supermarket,                                                       [n] 
[r]  3  at a gas station,                                                       [n] 
[r]  4  at a pharmacy,                                                          [n] 
[r]  5  at a vape or e-cigarette store,                                         [n] 
[r]  6  on the internet,                                                        [n] 
[r]  7  at a duty-free shop?                                                    [n] 
             
      1-7  enter answer 
 
        s  Other Specify 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1-7,d,r>  
    <s>[specify]    
 
 
[# ========OTHER TOBACCO PRODUCTS  =======] 
 
 
>tcotp< [define <d><8>][define <r><9>] [#new 2013][#revised 
2016-waterpipe removed]  
        [if panel gt <1> goto end_otp] 
  
[r] In the past 30 days, did you use any tobacco products, such as 
cigars or     [n] 
[r] cigarillos, or smokeless tobacco such as snus or chew?                       
[n] 
 
[bold][yellow]  
   Interviewer, if asked: Snus (pronounced "snoose") is a smokeless 
tobacco  
   product, similar to dip or chew, that is produced in Sweden, 
consumed by  
   placing it under the lip for extended periods of time. 
[n][white]                                                      
 
        1  yes 
        5  no 
 
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1>  
    <5,d,r>  
 
 



 

>end_otp< [#added now] 
 
 
[#====SMOKING CESSATION, PANEL A  ONLY 
=============] 
 
 
>st_pa< [if panel gt <1> goto end_tq] 
 
 
>tq1<  [define <d><8>] [define <r><9>]   
       [# item tq1 deleted in 2011, brought back in 2012] 
 
[r] In the past 30 days have you heard of a "1-800 Quitline"?                   
[n] 
 
[bold][yellow] 
     INTERVIEWER: if necessary:  1-800 Quitline is a free 
telephone helpline available  
     province-wide, designed to help smokers who want to quit by 
providing  
     information, support and referral. It is run by the Canadian 
Cancer   
     Society, Ontario Division. 
[n][white] 
 
        1  yes 
        5  no 
 
        d  don't know        r  refused 
        @  
 
[@] <1,5,d,r> 
 
 
>end_tq< 
 
 
[#==SECOND-HAND SMOKE EXPOSURE in multi-unit 
dwellings (MUDs, new2011, asked in OTS)]  
[#Panel A only] 
 
 
>tp97<[if panel gt <1> goto end_tp] [define <d><8>][define 
<r><9>] 
 
[r] Which of the following best describes your main residence?                  
[n] 
                                                                                 
[r]  1  A detached, single family home                                          [n] 
[r]  2  An attached house (such as a townhouse, or a semi-detached 
house)       [n] 
[r]  3  A multiple unit dwelling (such as an apartment building, a 
condominium  [n] 
[r]         apartment, or a duplex)                                             [n] 
[r]  4  Shared accommodation (such as a rooming house, dorm, or 
retirement home)[n]  
                                                                                 
[bold][yellow]  
   Interviewer: if required, code an apartment or unit within a house 
as "3".  
[n][white]  
    
        1-4  enter answer 
          5  Other specify  
           
          d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
          @ 
 
[@] <1,d,r> [goto end_tp] 

    <2-4> 
    <5>[specify][goto end_tp] 
     
 
>tp98< [#ask if tp97 eq 2, 3, or 4] [#if  tp97 eq <2-4>] 
 
[r] In the past 6 months, how often, if at all, have you noticed any 
TOBACCO    [N] 
[R] SMOKE entering your home from a neighbouring unit or from 
outside the       [n] 
[r] building? Would you say: every day, at least once a week, at 
least once     [n] 
[r] a month, at least once in the past 3 months, at least once in the 
past      [n] 
[r] 6 months, or never?                                                         [n] 
                                                                                 
[bold][yellow]  
   Interviewer (if necessary): I am referring to ANY secondhand 
smoke entering  
   your home from someone who does not live in your home.  
[n][white]  
  
        1  every day  
        2  at least once a week  
        3  at least once a month  
        4  at least once in the past 3 months 
        5  at least once in the past 6 months         
         
        0  never   
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <0-5,d,r>  
 
 
>cp98< [#ask if tp97 eq 2, 3, or 4] [#if  tp97 eq <2-4>][# new 
2017]  
 
[r] In the past 6 months, how often, if at all, have you noticed any 
CANNABIS   [n] 
[r] SMOKE entering your home from a neighbouring unit or from 
outside the       [n] 
[r] building? Would you say: every day, at least once a week, at 
least once     [n] 
[r] a month, at least once in the past 3 months, at least once in the 
past      [n] 
[r] 6 months, or never?                                                         [n] 
                                                                                 
[bold][yellow]  
   Interviewer (if necessary): I am referring to ANY cannabis 
smoke entering  
   your home from someone who does not live in your home.  
[n][white]  
  
        1  every day  
        2  at least once a week  
        3  at least once a month  
        4  at least once in the past 3 months 
        5  at least once in the past 6 months         
         
        0  never   
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <0-5,d,r>  
 
 
>cp99< [#ask all Panel A][# new 2018]  
       [define <d><8>][define <r><9>] 
 



 

[r] In the past 6 months, how often, if at all, have you  been 
exposed to any   [n] 
[r] CANNABIS SMOKE from someone smoking INSIDE YOUR 
HOME?                       [n] 
 
[bold][cyan]       
Would you say: every day, at least once a week, at least once a 
month, at least  
once in the past 3 months, at least once in the past 6 months, or 
never?                                                          
                                                                                 
[bold][yellow]  
   Interviewer (if necessary): I am referring to ANY cannabis 
smoke  from  
   someone smoking in your home.  
[n][white]  
  
        1  every day  
        2  at least once a week  
        3  at least once a month  
        4  at least once in the past 3 months 
        5  at least once in the past 6 months         
         
        0  never   
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <0-5,d,r>  
 
 
>tecig11< [#ask all Panel A][# new 2018]  
          [define <d><8>][define <r><9>] 
          [if tecig2rc eq <7> goto end_tp] 
 
[r] In the past 6 months, how often, if at all, have you been 
exposed to any    [n] 
[r] E-CIGARETTE VAPOUR from someone smoking inside your 
home?                   [n] 
 
[bold][cyan]       
   Would you say: every day, at least once a week, at least once a 
month, at  
  least once in the past 3 months, at least once in the past 6 months, 
or never?                                                         [n] 
[n][white]                                                                                 
[bold][yellow]  
   Interviewer (if necessary): I am referring to ANY E-
CIGARETTE VAPOUR from  
   someone smoking in your home.  
   
  Interviewer (if necessary):  E-CIGARETTE VAPOUR is the 
vapour, aerosol or mist 
  that is emitted when a person uses an e-cigarette device.  
[n][white]  
  
        1  every day  
        2  at least once a week  
        3  at least once a month  
        4  at least once in the past 3 months 
        5  at least once in the past 6 months         
         
        0  never   
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <0-5,d,r>  
 
 
 
>end_tp< 

[# ===== WORKPLACE SMOKING, Panel A ==========]  
    
  
>tp26b<  [if panel gt <1> goto end_tobacco]  
         [define <d><8>][define <r><9>] [#revised 2010 from tp26a] 
 
[r] The next questions are about smoking in the workplace.                      
[n] 
 
[r] Do you work mainly at home, mainly indoors but not at home, 
mainly outdoors,[n] 
[r] or mainly in a vehicle?                                                     [n] 
 
        1  mainly at home 
        2  mainly indoors but not at home 
        3  mainly outdoors 
        4  mainly in a vehicle 
 
        0  do not work 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <2-4>  
    <0,1,d,r> [goto tp109]  
 
 
[# ====== ETS EXPOSURE  =============] 
 
 
>tp31a< [define <d><98>][define <r><99>][# revised 2010 from 
tp31ind] 
 
[r] In the last week, while you were at work how many days were 
you exposed to  [n] 
[r] other people's tobacco smoke INDOORS or INSIDE A 
VEHICLE? By exposed, I     [n] 
[r] mean spending at least 5 minutes in an area where someone is 
smoking?       [n] 
   
          0  no days 
          
        1-7  enter number of days 
          
         97  do not work outside the home 
          d  Don't Know   r Refused  
          @ 
 
[@] <0,1-7>  
    <97,d,r> [goto tp109] 
 
 
>tp31b<  [define <d><98>][define <r><99>] [# revised 2010 from 
tp31] 
 
[r] In the last week, how many days were you exposed to other 
people's tobacco  [n] 
[r] smoke OUTDOORS while you were at work?  By exposed, I 
mean spending at least[n] 
[r] 5 minutes in an area where someone is smoking?                              
[n] 
 
        0  no days 
 
      1-7  enter number of days 
 
       97  do not work outside the home 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
 



 

[@] <0,1-7,97,d,r> 
 
 
[# =============  PERCEIVED SOCIAL EXPOSURE TO 
SMOKING  ===============] 
      
 
>tp109<  [define <d><8>][define <r><9>] [# new 2016] 
 
[r] Over the PAST 7 DAYS, about how often did you see anyone 
smoking a cigarette?[n] 
[r] Would you say: never, rarely, sometimes, often, or always?                   
[n] 
                                                                
        1  never 
        2  rarely   
        3  sometimes  
        4  often 
        5  always 
 
        d  don't know        r  refused  
        @ 
 
 
[@] <1-5,d,r>  
 
 
>tp110< [# new 2016] 
 
[r] Over the PAST 7 DAYS, about how often did you see anyone 
using              [n] 
[r] an e-cigarette?                                                             [n] 
 
[r] Would you say: never, rarely, sometimes, often, or always?                  
[n] 
                                                                
        1  never 
        2  rarely   
        3  sometimes  
        4  often 
        5  always 
 
        d  don't know        r  refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1-5,d,r>  
 
 
>cp109<  [# new 2017][#similar to >tp109<]  
 
[r] Over the PAST 7 DAYS, about how often DID YOU SEE 
anyone smoking CANNABIS?  [n] 
[r] Would you say: never, rarely, sometimes, often, or always?                  
[n] 
                                                                
        1  never 
        2  rarely   
        3  sometimes  
        4  often 
        5  always 
 
        d  don't know        r  refused  
        @ 
 
 
[@] <1-5,d,r>  
 
      
>end_social< 
 

 
[#==== PUBLIC OPINION ON PROTECTION FROM 
SECONDHAND SMOKE IN PUBLIC PLACES ====] 
 
 
>tp53b< [#ASK ALL panel A] [#new in 2005, revised 2015] 
        [define <d><8>][define <r><9>] 
 
[r] The next few questions are about banning smoking in public 
places. Please     [n] 
[r] tell me if you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat 
disagree or strongly  [n] 
[r] disagree with the following statements.                                       
[n] 
                                                                                   
[r] The first one is: Smoking should be banned INDOORS in 
multi-unit dwellings,   [n] 
[r] such as apartment buildings, townhouses, rooming houses and  
retirement homes.[n]                                                            
 
[bold][cyan]       
  Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree or 
strongly disagree?         
[n][white] 
 
        1  strongly agree 
        3  somewhat agree 
        5  somewhat disagree 
        7  strongly disagree 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
         
[@] <1,3,5,7,d,r> 
 
[#Delete questions tp80 and tp64a, Delete tp83] 
 
[#Delete questions tp68, tp81, and tp82] 
 
 
>tp35< [#ASK ALL Panel A][#back 2015] 
    
[r] Which of the following comes closest to your view of how we 
should treat    [n] 
[r] tobacco products in Ontario:                                                [n] 
 
[r]    1) tobacco products should be sold in a number of different 
places, AS   [n] 
[r]       THEY ARE NOW;                                                         [n] 
[r]    2) tobacco products should be sold in government-owned 
stores similar to [n] 
[r]       the way alcohol is sold in LCBO stores; or                            
[n] 
[r]    3) tobacco products should not be sold at all?                           
[n] 
 
         1-3  enter choice        
 
           d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
           @ 
            
 
[@] <1,2,3,d,r> 
 
 
>tp35ec< [#ASK ALL Panel A only ][#New2015] 
    
[r] Which of the following comes closest to your view of how we 
should treat    [n] 



 

[r] electronic cigarettes or E-CIGARETTES in Ontario:                           
[n] 
 
[r]    1) E-CIGARETTES should be sold in a number of different 
places, AS       [n] 
[r]       THEY ARE NOW;                                                         [n]   
[r]    2) E-CIGARETTES should be sold only in pharmacies                        
[n] 
[r]    3) E-CIGARETTES should be sold in government-owned 
stores similar to     [n] 
[r]       the way alcohol is sold in LCBO stores; or                            
[n] 
[r]    4) E-CIGARETTES should be sold only in "vape shops", 
which specialize in [n] 
[r]       e-cigarettes                                                          [n]   
[r]    5) E-CIGARETTES should not be sold at all?                               
[n] 
 
         1-5  enter choice           
 
           d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
           @ 
 
 
[@] <1-5,d,r> 
 
 
[#tp102 deleted] 
 
 
>tp5a< [#ASK ALL Panel A] 
 
[r] Please tell me if you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat 
disagree or  [n] 
[r] strongly disagree with the following statements. 
 
[r] Cigarettes should be sold in plain packages that show only 
health warnings, [n] 
[r] ingredients and brand name as a way of discouraging smoking 
among youth     [n] 
[r] and children?                                                               [n] 
 
[bold][cyan]  
  Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree or 
strongly disagree?  
[n][white] 
 
        1  strongly agree 
        3  somewhat agree 
        5  somewhat disagree 
        7  strongly disagree 
 
        d  don't know        r  refused 
        @ 
         
         
[@] <1,3,5,7,d,r> 
 
 
>tp54c< [#revised 2014 from t54b]  
 
[r] Movies that show characters smoking should be rated 18A, 
which means        [n] 
[r] persons under 18 must be accompanied by an  adult.                          
[n] 
 
[bold][cyan]    
  Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree or 
strongly disagree?         
[n][white] 

 
        1  strongly agree 
        3  somewhat agree 
        5  somewhat disagree 
        7  strongly disagree 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
         
[@] <1,3,5,7,d,r> 
 
 
 
>tp108< [#NEW 2016] [#ASK ALL Panel A] 
 
[r] The law should be changed so that tobacco can't be sold to 
anyone under     [n] 
[r] the age of 21.                                                              [n] 
 
[bold][cyan]    
  Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree or 
strongly disagree?         
[n][white] 
 
        1  strongly agree 
        3  somewhat agree 
        5  somewhat disagree 
        7  strongly disagree 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
         
[@] <1,3,5,7,d,r> 
 
 
[#tp111 deleted] 
 
  
>tp103<   [define <d><8>][define <r><9>]  [#NEW2014]    
 
[r] The use of electronic or E-CIGARETTES should be banned in 
settings currently[n]  
[r] covered by "smoke free" legislation such as indoor public 
places and        [n] 
[r] workplaces?                                                                 [n] 
  
[bold][cyan]  
  Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree or 
strongly disagree?         
[n][white] 
 
        1  strongly agree 
        3  somewhat agree 
        5  somewhat disagree 
        7  strongly disagree 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
         
[@] <1,3,5,7,d,r> 
 
 
[#tp104 deleted] 
 
 
>tp104ec< [define <d><8>][define <r><9>]  [#NEW2015]   
[#ASK all panel A only] 
 
[r] Some E-CIGARETTES can have different flavours such as 
menthol, strawberry,  [n] 



 

[r] coffee, or wine.                                                            [n] 
 
Please tell us if you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat 
disagree or  [n] 
[r] strongly disagree with the following statement:                             
[n] 
 
[r] Flavours should be banned in all E-CIGARETTES.                              
[n] 
  
        1  strongly agree 
        3  somewhat agree 
        5  somewhat disagree 
        7  strongly disagree 
         
        0  R says ALL tobacco should be banned (DO NOT READ)  
         
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
         
 
[@] <1,3,5,7,0,d,r>    
 
 
>tp65<  [#ASK ALL Panel A][#revised 2008][define 
<d><8>][define <r><9>] 
 
[r] Some people feel that the sale of cigarettes should be banned 
while others  [n] 
[r] think they should continue to be sold.  Do you think the SALE 
OF CIGARETTES [n] 
[r] should be stopped as soon as possible, phased out over five to 
ten years,   [n] 
[r] or cigarettes should continue to be sold?                                   
[n] 
      
          1  Stopped as soon as possible 
          3  Phased out over five to ten years 
          5  Cigarettes should continue to be sold 
           
          d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
          @ 
         
[@] <1,3,5,d,r> 
 
[#Delete question tp105] 
 
 
[#=========== E-Cigarette- Promotion- ADVERTISING (new 
2016)  =============] 
 
 
>tp74ec< [#new 2016] [# ASK Panel A] 
 
[r] The next question is about e-cigarette advertising .                        
[n] 
 
[r] In the PAST 30 DAYS, how often did you see ANY 
ADVERTISING OF E-CIGARETTES  [n]  
[r] on billboards, on the internet, in a newspaper or magazine, or 
posted in    [n] 
[r] bars or stores?                                                             [n] 
 
[r] Would you say: never, rarely, sometimes, often, or very often?              
[n] 
                                                                
        1  never 
        2  rarely (includes "almost never") 
        3  sometimes  
        4  often 

        5  very often (includes "always") 
 
        d  don't know        r  refused  
        @ 
 
 
[@] <1-5,d,r>  
  
 
 
[#===  SOCIAL ACCEPTABILITY OF SMOKING  
=================] 
[# ASK ALL -  PANEL A ONLY, NEW 2010] 
 
 
>tp92< [#new 2010][define <d><8>][define <r><9>] 
  
[r] What do YOU think about cigarette smoking among ADULTS?                     
[n] 
 
[r] Do YOU think it is completely acceptable, somewhat 
acceptable, somewhat     [n] 
[r] unacceptable, or completely unacceptable?                                   
[n] 
 
[bold][yellow] 
   Interviewer, if asked: if R says "it depends", say this question is 
about  
   the GENERAL acceptability of smoking and is not limited to 
special  
   circumstances, such as whether children are around, how much 
they smoke,  
   where they smoke etc. 
[n][white] 
 
      1  Completely acceptable 
      3  Somewhat acceptable 
      5  Somewhat unacceptable 
      7  Completely unacceptable 
       
      0  R insists that they are not sure, it depends 
      d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
      @ 
 
 
[@] <1,3,5,7,0,d,r>    
 
 
>tp93< [#new 2010] 
[r] And what do YOU think about cigarette smoking among 
TEENAGERS?              [n]  
 
[bold][cyan]  
   Do YOU think it is completely acceptable, somewhat acceptable, 
somewhat  
   unacceptable, or completely unacceptable? 
[n][white] 
 
[bold][yellow] 
   Interviewer, if R says "it depends", say this question is about  
   the GENERAL acceptability of smoking and is not limited to 
special circumstances 
 [n][white] 
 
      1  Completely acceptable 
      3  Somewhat acceptable 
      5  Somewhat unacceptable 
      7  Completely unacceptable 
       
      0  R insists that they are not sure, it depends,  



 

      d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
      @ 
 
 
[@] <1,3,5,7,0,d,r>    
 
 
>tp92a< [#new 2015] 
 
[r] And what do YOU think about electronic cigarettes or e-
cigarette smoking    [n] 
[r] among ADULTS?                                                               [n] 
[r] Do YOU think it is completely acceptable, somewhat 
acceptable, somewhat     [n] 
[r] unacceptable, or completely unacceptable?                                   
[n] 
 
[bold][yellow] 
  Interviewer, if asked: if R says "it depends", say this question is 
about the  
  GENERAL acceptability of smoking and is not limited to special 
circumstances 
[n][white] 
 
      1  Completely acceptable 
      3  Somewhat acceptable 
      5  Somewhat unacceptable 
      7  Completely unacceptable 
       
      0  R insists that they are not sure, it depends 
      d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
      @ 
 
 
[@] <1,3,5,7,0,d,r>    
 
 
>tp93a< [#New 2015] [# ASK ALL -  PANEL A ONLY] 
 
[r] And what do YOU think about electronic cigarettes or e-
cigarette smoking    [n] 
[r] among TEENAGERS?                                                            [n] 
[r] Do YOU think it is completely acceptable, somewhat 
acceptable, somewhat     [n] 
[r] unacceptable, or completely unacceptable?                                   
[n] 
 
[bold][yellow] 
  Interviewer, if asked: if R says "it depends", say this question is 
about the  
  GENERAL acceptability of smoking and is not limited to special 
circumstances. 
[n][white] 
 
      1  Completely acceptable 
      3  Somewhat acceptable 
      5  Somewhat unacceptable 
      7  Completely unacceptable 
       
      0  R insists that they are not sure, it depends 
      d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
      @ 
 
 
[@] <1,3,5,7,0,d,r>    
 
 
[#  ======  PERCEIVED RISK/HARM OF TOBACCO 
PRODUCTS  ===========] [#NEW 2013] 
 

 
>int_tobrisk< [# ask ALL panel A only] 
 
[r] We are interested in your views about the effects of being 
exposed to       [n] 
[r] tobacco and related products.                                               [n] 
 
[r] Please tell me how much you think people risk harming 
themselves physically [n] 
[r] and in other ways when they do each of the following:                       
[n] 
          
[r] By "harm" we mean any harm to your physical or mental health 
or harm to your[n]  
[r] relationships with friends or family members.                               
[n] 
  
        Press "Enter" to continue @ 
 
[@][nodata]      
 
                                                                                 
>tobrisk1<  [define <d><8>][define <r><9>]         
 
[r] How much do people risk harming themselves physically and in 
other ways when[n]  
[r] they smoke cigarettes daily?                                                [n] 
 
[r] Would you say no risk, slight risk, moderate risk, or great risk?           
[n]  
 
[bold][yellow] 
   Interviewer, if asked: By "harm" we mean any harm to your 
physical or mental  
   health or harm to your relationships with friends or family 
members. 
[n][white] 
 
        1  no risk 
        2  slight risk 
        3  moderate risk 
        4  great risk 
 
        d  don't know         r refused 
        @  
         
  
[@] <1-4,d,r> 
 
 
>tobrisk2<          
 
[r] How about when they smoke cigarettes once a week?                           
[n] 
 
[r] Would you say no risk, slight risk, moderate risk, or great risk?           
[n]  
 
[bold][yellow] 
   Interviewer, if asked: By "harm" we mean any harm to your 
physical or mental  
   health or harm to your relationships with friends or family 
members. 
[n][white] 
                                                                            
        1  no risk 
        2  slight risk 
        3  moderate risk 
        4  great risk 
 



 

        d  don't know         r refused 
        @  
         
  
[@] <1-4,d,r> 
 
[#tobrisk3, tobrisk4, tobrisk5 deleted] 
 
 
>tobrisk6<          
 
[r] And how much do people risk harming themselves physically 
and in other ways [n]  
[r] when they are exposed to second hand smoke?                                 
[n] 
 
[bold][cyan]  
   Would you say no risk, slight risk, moderate risk, or great risk?            
[n][white]    
[bold][yellow] 
   Interviewer, if asked: By "harm" we mean any harm to your 
physical or mental  
   health or harm to your relationships with friends or family 
members. 
[n][white] 
                                                                            
        1  no risk 
        2  slight risk 
        3  moderate risk 
        4  great risk 
 
        d  don't know         r refused 
        @  
         
  
[@] <1-4,d,r> 
 
 
[#tobrisk7 deleted] 
 
 
>tobrisk9< [#NEW 2014] 
 
[r] How much do people risk harming themselves physically and in 
other ways when[n]  
[r] they smoke E-CIGARETTES daily?                                              
[n] 
 
[r] Would you say no risk, slight risk, moderate risk, or great risk?           
[n]  
 
[bold][yellow] 
   Interviewer, if asked: By "harm" we mean any harm to your 
physical or mental  
   health or harm to your relationships with friends or family 
members. 
[n][white] 
                                                                            
        1  no risk 
        2  slight risk 
        3  moderate risk 
        4  great risk 
 
        d  don't know         r refused 
        @  
         
  
[@] <1-4,d,r> 
 
 

>crisk7< [#NEW 2017] 
 
[r] Now a question about the harm of smoking cannabis.                          
[n]  
 
[r] Do you think that SMOKING cannabis is less harmful, the 
same or more harmful[n] 
[r] than SMOKING tobacco?                                                       [n] 
 
[r] Would you say less harmful, the same or more harmful?                       
[n] 
                                                                            
        1  less harmful 
        2  the same 
        3  more harmful 
 
        d  don't know         r refused 
        @  
   
       
[@] <1-3,d,r> 
 
 
 
[#=======  SOCIAL ACCEPTABILITY OF CANNABIS 
=================] 
 
[#ASK Panel A only in 2018 ]       
 
 
>cp92< [#new 2017][define <d><8>][define <r><9>][#similar to 
>tp92<] 
 
[r] Now questions about SMOKING RECREATIONAL 
CANNABIS.                          [n] 
[r] Do YOU think it is completely acceptable, somewhat 
acceptable, somewhat     [n] 
[r] unacceptable, or completely unacceptable for ADULTS to 
smoke recreational   [n] 
[r] cannabis?                                                                   [n] 
 
[bold][yellow] 
   Interviewer, if asked: if R says "it depends", say this question is 
about  
   the GENERAL acceptability of smoking and is not limited to 
special  
   circumstances, such as whether children are around, how much 
they smoke,  
   where they smoke etc. 
[n][white] 
 
      1  Completely acceptable 
      3  Somewhat acceptable 
      5  Somewhat unacceptable 
      7  Completely unacceptable 
       
      d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
      @ 
 
 
[@] <1,3,5,7,d,r>   
  
 
>cp93< [#new 2017] [#similar to> tp93<] 
 
[r] And what do YOU think about SMOKING RECREATIONAL 
CANNABIS among TEENAGERS?  [n] 
 
[bold][cyan]  



 

   Do YOU think it is completely acceptable, somewhat acceptable, 
somewhat  
   unacceptable, or completely unacceptable? 
[n][white] 
 
[bold][yellow] 
   Interviewer, if R says "it depends", say this question is about the 
GENERAL  
   acceptability of smoking and is not limited to special 
circumstances. 
 [n][white] 
 
      1  Completely acceptable 
      3  Somewhat acceptable 
      5  Somewhat unacceptable 
      7  Completely unacceptable 
       
      d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
      @ 
 
 
[@] <1,3,5,7,d,r>    
 
 
>cp94< [#new 2017] [#similar to  >tp94<] 
 
[r] For YOU, would having FRIENDS who smoke cannabis be 
completely acceptable,  [n]  
[r] somewhat acceptable, somewhat unacceptable, or completely 
unacceptable?     [n] 
 
      1  Completely acceptable 
      3  Somewhat acceptable 
      5  Somewhat unacceptable 
      7  Completely unacceptable 
             
      d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
      @ 
 
 
[@] <1,3,5,7,d,r>    
 
 
>end_tobacco<  
 
 
[# ==========  ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION 
(ALL  Panels)  ================]   
                                                                       
                                                                       
>int1<  
 
[r] Now I would like to ask you some questions about alcohol.                   
[n] 
 
[r] In these questions, when we use the word "drink" it means one 
341 ml or     [n] 
[r] 12 ounce bottle of beer or glass of draft, one 142 ml or 5 ounce 
glass of   [n] 
[r] wine, or one straight or mixed drink with 43 ml or one and a 
half ounces of [n] 
[r] hard liquor.                                                                [n] 
 
        Press Enter to continue  @ 
 
[@] [nodata] 
 
 
>ac1< [define <d><8>][define <r><9>]  

 
[r] During the past 12 months have you had a drink of any 
alcoholic beverage?   [n] 
 
[bold][yellow]  
   INTERVIEWER: Include light beer, but do NOT include fully 
dealcoholized beer. 
[n][white] 
 
        1  Yes 
        5  No 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1> [goto ac5] 
    <5,d,r>  
 
 
>ac2< [#asking non-current drinkers] 
 
[r] Did you EVER have a drink of any alcoholic beverage?                        
[n] 
 
        1  Yes   
        5  No  
  
        d  Don't Know  
        @ 
 
[@] <1> [goto int_audit] 
    <5,d> [goto chek][#never drinkers skip out here] 
 
 
>ac5<  [#asking current drinkers] [define <d><98>][define 
<r><99>]  
               
[r] How often, if ever, did you drink alcoholic beverages during the 
PAST TWELVE[n] 
[r] MONTHS:  would you say MORE than once a day, about every 
day, four to five  [n] 
[r] times a week, two to three times a week, once a week, two to 
three times a  [n] 
[r] month, once a month, or less than once a month?                             
[n] 
 
[bold][yellow] INTERVIEWER: This means any type of alcohol. 
[n][white] 
 
        1  More than once a day 
        2  About every day (includes SIX times a week)                                     
        3  4 to 5 times a week 
        4  2 to 3 times a week 
        5  Once a week 
        6  2 to 3 times a month 
        7  Once a month 
        8  Less than once a month 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1-8,d,r> 
 
 
>ac5a<  [#all current drinkers] 
 
[if ac5 gt <6>] 
[r] Even though you may rarely drink alcohol, the researchers are 
interested in [n] 



 

[r] everyone's answers to the next few questions.                               
[n] 
[endif] 
[r] How often, if at all, did you drink alcoholic beverages during 
the PAST 30  [n] 
[r] DAYS: would you say MORE than once a day, about every 
day, four to five     [n] 
[r] times a week, two to three times a week, once a week, two to 
three times    [n] 
[r] in the past month, once in the past month, or never in the past 
month?      [n] 
[bold][yellow] 
    INTERVIEWER: This means any type of alcohol.  
[n][white] 
 
        1  More than once a day 
        2  About every day (includes SIX times a week) 
        3  4 to 5 times a week 
        4  2 to 3 times a week 
        5  Once a week 
        6  2 to 3 times in the past month 
        7  Once in the  past month 
        8  Never in the past  month 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused         @ 
 
[@] <1-8,d,r> 
 
 
>ac6a<  
 
[r] During the past 12 months, on those days when you drank, how 
many drinks    [n] 
[r] did you usually have?                                                       [n] 
 
[bold][yellow] 
   Interviewer: by "drink" we mean one 341 ml or 12 ounce bottle 
of beer or  
   glass of draft, one 142 ml or 5 ounce glass of wine, or one 
straight or  
   mixed drink with 43 ml or one and a half ounces of hard liquor. 
      
   Include light beer, but do NOT include fully dealcoholized beer.  
[n][white] 
 
     1-96  Enter number of drinks 
 
       97  97 or more 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1-97,d,r> 
 
 
>five< [#asking current drinkers][define <d><98>][define 
<r><99>]  
[r] About how often DURING THE PAST TWELVE MONTHS 
would you say you had five or [n] 
[r] more drinks at the same sitting or occasion:  would you say 
every day,      [n] 
[r] almost every day, 3 or 4 times a week, once or twice a week, 2 
or 3 times   [n] 
[r] a month, about once a month, 6 to 11 times a year, 1 to 5 times 
a year,     [n] 
[r] or never in the past year?                                                  [n] 
 
[bold][yellow] 
   INTERVIEWER: Even though you may rarely drink alcohol, the 
researchers are  

   interested in everyone's answers to the next few questions. 
[n][white] 
 
        1  Every day 
        2  Almost every day 
        3  3 or 4 times a week 
        4  Once or twice a week 
        5  2 or 3 times a month 
        6  About once a month 
        7  6 to 11 times a year 
        8  1 to 5 times a year 
        9  Never in the past year 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused         @                                                       
 
 
[@] <1-8>   
    <9,d,r>  
  
 
>ck_skip< [if gend eq <1> and five ge <9>][goto int_audit][endif] 
 
>four<  [#NEW in 2005][#asking ONLY WOMEN current 
drinkers]     
        [if gend eq <1> goto five30] 
        [define <d><98>][define <r><99>]  
        [# Panel A+B] 
 
[r] About how often DURING THE PAST TWELVE MONTHS 
would you say you had FOUR or [n] 
[r] more drinks at the same sitting or occasion:  would you say 
every day, about[n] 
[r] every day, 3 or 4 times a week, once or twice a week, 2 or 3 
times a month, [n] 
[r] about once a month, 6 to 11 times a year, 1 to 5 times a year, or 
never in  [n] 
[r] the past year?                                                              [n] 
 
        1  Every day 
        2  About every day 
        3  3 or 4 times a week 
        4  Once or twice a week 
        5  2 or 3 times a month 
        6  About once a month 
        7  6 to 11 times a year 
        8  1 to 5 times a year 
        9  Never in the past year 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @                                                       
 
[@] <1-8,d,r>    
    <9> 
     
 
>five30< [if five ge <9> goto int_audit][#skip fixed Apr 4, 2017] 
         [# ask if five eq 1 - 8][# Panel A+B] 
 
[r] Now what about the PAST 30 DAYS, on about how many of 
these days did you    [n] 
[r] have five or more drinks on the same occasion?                              
[n] 
 
     0-30  Enter number of days 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
 
 
[@] <1-30,0,d,r>  



 

    
         
 
[# ============  AUDIT, ASK ALL Panels  
==================] 
  
 
>int_audit< [if ac2 eq <1> goto chek][#former drinkers skip audit] 
 
[r] The next few questions are about possible problems you might 
have had       [n] 
[r] in the PAST 12 MONTHS regarding the use of alcohol.                         
[n] 
 
 
        Press "Enter" to continue @ 
 
 
[@][nodata] 
 
 
>aud4< [if (ac5 eq <7> or ac5 eq <8>) and five eq <9>][#skip 
revised 2018] 
            [goto aud9] 
       [endif] [#If ((ac5 =7 or ac5=8) AND (five=9)) skip AUDIT 
aud4 to aud8]      
       [define <d><8>] [define <r><9>][# current drinkers only] 
 
[r] How often during the past 12 months have you found that you 
were not able   [n] 
[r] to stop drinking once you had started?                                      
[n] 
 
[r] Never, less than monthly, monthly, weekly, or daily or almost 
daily?        [n] 
 
        0  never 
 
        1  less than monthly 
        2  monthly 
        3  weekly 
        4  daily or almost daily 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
         
[@] <0,1-4,d,r> 
 
 
>aud5<    
 
[r] How often during the past 12 months have you failed to do 
what was normally [n] 
[r] expected from you because of drinking?                                      
[n] 
 
[bold][cyan]  
    Never, less than monthly, monthly, weekly, or daily or almost 
daily?  
[n][white] 
 
        0  never 
 
        1  less than monthly 
        2  monthly 
        3  weekly 
        4  daily or almost daily 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 

 
 
[@] <0,1-4,d,r> 
 
 
>aud6<    
 
[r] How often                                                                   [n] 
 
[bold][cyan] during the past 12 months [n][white] 
 
[r] have you needed a first ALCOHOLIC drink in the morning to 
get yourself      [n] 
[r] going after a heavy drinking session?                                       
[n] 
 
[bold][cyan]  
    Never, less than monthly, monthly, weekly, or daily or almost 
daily?  
[n][white] 
 
        0  never 
 
        1  less than monthly 
        2  monthly 
        3  weekly 
        4  daily or almost daily 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused   
        @ 
 
[@] <0,1-4,d,r> 
 
 
>aud7<   
 
[r] How often                                                                   [n] 
 
[bold][cyan] during the past 12 months [n][white] 
 
[r] have you had a feeling of guilt or remorse after drinking?                  
[n] 
 
[bold][cyan]  
    Never, less than monthly, monthly, weekly, or daily or almost 
daily?  
[n][white] 
 
        0  never 
 
        1  less than monthly 
        2  monthly 
        3  weekly 
        4  daily or almost daily 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <0,1-4,d,r> 
 
 
>aud8<   
 
[r] How often                                                                   [n] 
[bold][cyan] during the past 12 months [n][white] 
 
[r] have you been unable to remember what happened the night 
before because     [n] 
[r] you had been drinking?                                                      [n] 
 



 

[bold][cyan]  
    Never, less than monthly, monthly, weekly, or daily or almost 
daily?   
[n][white] 
 
        0  never 
 
        1  less than monthly 
        2  monthly 
        3  weekly 
        4  daily or almost daily 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
         
[@] <0,1-4,d,r> 
 
 
>aud9< [#asking current drinkers only audit 9 and audit 10]        
 
[r] Have you or someone else EVER been injured as a result of 
your drinking?    [n] 
  
[bold][yellow]  
    INTERVIEWER: if R says "yes", ask "was this in the past 12 
months?"  
[n][white] 
 
        1  Yes, but not in the past 12 months 
        2  Yes, during the past 12 months 
 
        5  no 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
         
 
[@] <1,2,5,d,r> 
 
 
>aud0<   [#asking current drinkers only]         
 
[r] Has a relative or friend or a doctor or other health worker 
EVER been       [n] 
[r] concerned about your drinking or suggested you cut down?                    
[n] 
 
[bold][yellow]  
    INTERVIEWER: if r says "yes", ask "was this in the past 12 
months?"  
[n][white] 
 
        1  Yes, but not in the past 12 months 
        2  Yes, during the past 12 months 
 
        5  no 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1,2,5,d,r> 
 
 
>chek< [allow 1][store <> in chek] 
       [if ac1 gt <1>][store <1> in chek][endif] [#non drinker, Apr 17 
2018 to inlcude d,r] 
 
 
 
[#===ALCOHOL POLICY- PANEL A ===============] 

 
[#=====  Alcohol in Grocery Stores, added in 2015, revised 
2016, 2018] 
 
 
>int_alcgs< [if panel eq <2>][goto end_ags][endif] 
            [if ac1 gt <1> goto ags7a][# ags1 - ags3b ASK CURRENT 
DRINKERS only] 
 
[r] Now I would like to ask you some questions about alcoholic 
beverages that   [n] 
[r] you might have bought for your own use IN ONTARIO.                          
[n] 
  
        Press "Enter" to continue @ 
                                  
[@][nodata]  
 
 
>ags1r<  [# ASK CURRENT DRINKERS only][define 
<d><8>][define <r><9>] 
 
[r] In the past 30 days, did you buy any alcoholic beverage from a 
liquor store,[n] 
[r] beer store, wine store, grocery store or any other store that sells 
alcohol [n] 
[r] in Ontario?                                                                 [n] 
  
[bold][yellow] 
   Interviewer, if necessary: any LCBO store, LCBO Agency Store, 
Beer Store or  
   Wine Store, or grocery store such as Loblaws, Metro. 
   Interviewer, if necessary: any alcoholic beverages such as beer, 
wine, cider, 
   distilled spirits, coolers, sherry, port or vermouth.           
[n][white] 
 
        1  yes 
        5  no 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
         
 
 
 
[@] <1>  
    <5,d,r> [goto ags7a] 
          
 
>ags3a< [#ASK ONLY if ags1r=1][define <d><98>][define 
<r><99>]    
 
[r] In the past 30 days, how many times, did you buy any WINE, 
BEER OR CIDER    [n] 
[r] from a GROCERY store in Ontario?                                            
[n] 
  
[bold][yellow] 
   Interviewer, if necessary: any grocery store that sells wine or 
beer in  
   Ontario, such as Loblaw's, Metro, Walmart Superstore, etc.   
[n][white] 
 
             0  Never 
              
          1-30  Enter number of times  
                              
             d  don't know      r  refused 
             @ 



 

              
 
[@] <1-30>  
    <0,d,r>  
 
 
>ags3b<  [#ASK ONLY if ags1r=1]    
 
[r] In the past 30 days, how many times, did you buy any WINE, 
BEER OR CIDER      [n] 
[r] from a liquor store, a beer store, a wine store or any other store 
in Ontario?[n] 
  
[bold][yellow] 
   Interviewer, if necessary: any LCBO store, LCBO Agency Store, 
Beer Store,  
   Wine Store, Brewery store or any other store that sells alcohol  
   (please do not include grocery stores). 
[n][white]   
 
             0  Never 
              
          1-30  Enter number of times  
                              
             d  don't know      r  refused 
             @ 
              
 
[@] <1-30>  
    <0,d,r> 
    
 
>ags7a<  [#ASK ALL Panel A]  [# revised wording 2018] 
         [define <d><8>][define <r><9>] 
          
[r] Selling beer or wine in grocery stores will add additional 
temptations      [n] 
[r] for current and former problem drinkers to buy alcohol, than is 
the case in [n] 
[r] a liquor or beer store.                                                     [n] 
   
[r] Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree or 
strongly        [n] 
[r] disagree?                                                                   [n] 
 
        1  strongly agree 
        3  somewhat agree 
        5  somewhat disagree 
        7  strongly disagree 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
 
 
[@] <1,3,5,7,d,r> 
 
 
>end_ags< 
 
 
[# ======FASD  -  Fetal Alcohol Syndrome  =====]   
 
[#new 2018, PANEL B ONLY, ASK WOMEN ONLY] 
 
 
>fasd1< [if panel eq <1> goto end_alcohol][#panel A skip out] 
        [if gend eq <1> goto end_alcohol] [# ask women only] 
        [define <d><8>][define <r><9>] 
         

[r] The next few questions are about having children.                           
[n] 
 
[r] Have you ever given birth to a child?                                       
[n] 
 
        1  Yes 
        5  No 
 
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1>  
    <5,d,r>[goto end_alcohol]  
 
 
>fasd2< [define <d><9998>][define <r><9999>]  
 
[r] In what year was your LAST child born?                                      
[n] 
 
 [n][white] 
 
 
     1940 - 2018  Enter year 
         
               d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
               @ 
 
[@] <1940-2018,d,r> 
 
 
>ck_fasd< [allow int 1] 
          [store <0> in ck_fasd] 
          [if ac1 eq <1>][store <1> in ck_fasd][endif] 
          [if ac2 eq <1>][store <1> in ck_fasd][endif] 
          
>fasd3<  [#if fasd1=1 AND (ac1=1 OR ac2=1)] [#ask women 
lifetime drinkers who had a child] 
         [if ck_fasd eq <0> goto end_alcohol] 
         [define <d><8>][define <r><9>] 
          
[r] Did you drink any alcohol during YOUR LAST 
PREGNANCY?                       [n] 
 
        1  Yes 
        5  No (I was abstinent) 
 
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1>  
    <5,d,r> [goto fasd6]  
 
 
>fasd4< [if fasd2 le <2007> goto fasd6][#ask women lifetime 
drinkers if last pregnancy in past 10 years]  
        [define <d><8>][define <r><9>]  
               
[r] How often did you drink alcohol during YOUR LAST 
PREGNANCY:                 [n] 
[r] would you say less than once a month, once a month, two to 
three times a    [n] 
[r] month, once a week, two to three times a week, daily or almost 
daily?       [n] 
 
[bold][yellow] INTERVIEWER: This means any type of alcohol. 
[n][white] 
 
        1  less than once a month 



 

        2  once a month 
        3  2 to 3 times a month 
        4  once a week  
        5  2 to 3 times a week 
        6  daily or almost daily 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
 
 
[@] <1-6,d,r> 
 
 
>fasd5<   [#ask if fasd3=1] 
 
[r] During YOUR LAST PREGNANCY, did you ever have 4 or 
more drinks at the       [n] 
[r] same sitting or occasion?                                                   [n] 
 
        1  Yes 
        5  No 
 
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1>  
    <5,d,r>   
 
 
>fasd6<  [#if fasd1=1] 
 
[r] Did you breastfeed your last child?                                         [n] 
 
        1  Yes 
        5  No 
 
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1>  
    <5,d,r> [goto end_alcohol]    
 
 
>fasd7< [#ask if fasd6=1] 
 
[r] Did you drink any alcohol while breastfeeding your last child?              
[n] 
 
        1  Yes 
        5  No 
 
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1>  
    <5,d,r> [goto end_alcohol] 
 
 
>fasd8< [if fasd2 le <2007> goto ck_fasd9]  
       [#ask women drinkers if last pregnancy in past 10 years and 
they drank when they breastfed]  
       [# if fasd6=1 AND fasd7=1]  
       [define <d><8>][define <r><9>]  
               
[r] How often did you drink alcohol while breastfeeding:                        
[n]   
[r] would you say less than once a month, once a month, two to 
three times      [n] 
[r] a month, once a week, two to three times a week, daily or 
almost daily?     [n] 

 
[bold][yellow] INTERVIEWER: This means any type of alcohol. 
[n][white] 
 
        1  less than once a month 
        2  once a month 
        3  2 to 3 times a month 
        4  once a week  
        5  2 to 3 times a week 
        6  daily or almost daily 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
 
 
[@] <1-6,d,r> 
 
 
>ck_fasd9< [allow int 1]          
           [store <0> in ck_fasd9] 
           [if fasd6 eq <1> and fasd7 eq <1> and fasd2 gt <2007>] 
               [store <1> in ck_fasd9]  
           [endif] 
            
            
>fasd9< [if ck_fasd9 eq <0> goto end_alcohol][#ask if fasd6=1 
AND fasd7=1] 
 
[r] Did you ever have 4 or more drinks at the same sitting or 
occasion while    [n] 
[r] breastfeeding?                                                              [n] 
 
        1  Yes 
        5  No 
 
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1>  
    <5,d,r>  
 
>end_alcohol<   
 
 
[# ==============DRIVING  =====]   
[# ======= PANEL B ONLY  ==========] 
 
 
>drive< [if panel eq <1>][goto end_driv][endif][# PANEL A skip 
out]  
        [define <d><8>] [define <r><9>] 
         
[r] The next questions are related to driving.                                  
[n] 
[r] During the past 12 months, have you driven a car, van, truck, 
motorcycle,   [n] 
[r] tractor, or any other type of motor vehicle?                                
[n] 
 
[bold][yellow] 
   INTERVIEWER: please also include motor vehicles such as 
motorboats, Seadoo,  
   Skidoo, ATVs, etc.  
[n][white]                                  
 
        1  yes 
        5  no 
 
        d  don't know        r  refused 
        @ 



 

 
[@] <1> 
    <5,d,r> [goto end_driv]     
     
 
[# =============== KM-MILES  ============]  
[#==How much you drive ===] 
 
 
>dr1<  [define <d><9998>][define <r><9999>] 
       [open dr1] 
 
[r] Now I would like to ask you how much you drive in a typical 
WEEK.  Please   [n] 
[r] think of all the driving you do.  Remember to count any driving 
you have    [n] 
[r] done in a car, motorcycle, truck or van.  Count driving you did 
in vehicles [n] 
[r] you own, borrowed, rented or use for work.                                  
[n] 
 
[r] On average, about how many kilometres or miles do you drive 
in a typical week?[n] 
 
[bold][yellow] 
  Interviewer: Use 0 for none, and r for refused. If R is having 
trouble, can't 
  answer, says that it is too difficult a question etc. use "d" for don't 
know. 
[n][white] 
 
        Enter number of miles here @miles 
 
        Enter number of kilometres here @kilo 
 
[@miles][optional] <r> [goto dr5] 
         <0> 
         <d> [goto dr1b] 
         <1-9996> [goto dr5] 
[@kilo]  [optional] <0> 
         <1-9996> [goto dr5] 
 
 
>check_err<  [define <d><8>][define <r><9>] 
 
[bold][yellow] 
    INTERVIEWER: You have indicated that the respondent drives 
ZERO miles or 
    kilometres a week. Is this correct? 
[n][white] 
 
        1  yes, correct 
        5  no, mistake 
        @ 
 
[@] <5> [goto dr1] 
    <1> 
    [store <0> in dr1@miles] 
    [store <0> in dr1@kilo] 
    [goto dr5] 
 
 
>dr1b<  [define <d><8>][define <r><9>] 
 
[r] Well, to start would it be easier for you to think about how 
much you drive [n] 
[r] in kilometers or miles?                                                     [n] 
 
        1  Kilometres 
        5  Miles 

 
        d  don't know/can't answer/too difficult etc. 
        r  refused 
        @ 
 
[@] <1>  
    <5> [goto dr1d] 
    <d,r> [goto dr5] 
 
 
>dr1c< 
 
[r] We don't need the exact amounts, but can you give your best 
guess at how many[n] 
[r] kilometres you drive in a typical week: would it be less than 10 
km, 11 to   [n] 
[r] 100 km, 101 to 500 km, 501 to 1000 km , or more than 1000 
km?                [n] 
 
        1  10 or less 
        2  11 to 100 
        3  101 to 500 
        4  501 to 1000 
        5  more than 1000 
 
        d  don't know        r  refused 
        @ 
 
[@] <1-5,d,r> [goto dr5] 
 
 
>dr1d< 
 
[r] We don't need the exact amounts, but can you give your best 
guess at how many[n] 
[r] miles you drive in a typical week: would it be less than 10 
miles, 11 to     [n] 
[r] 50 miles, 51 to 100 miles, 101 to 200 miles, or more than 200 
miles?         [n] 
 
        1  10 or less 
        2  11 to 50 
        3  51 to 100 
        4  101 to 200 
        5  more than 200 
 
        d  don't know        r  refused 
        @ 
 
[@] <1-5,d,r>  
  
 
[#  == PANEL B ONLY==] 
[# ==COLLISION =====] 
 
>dr5<  [define <d><98>][define <r><99>] 
 
[r] DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, how many times, if at all, 
were you involved in  [n] 
[r] an accident or collision involving any kind of damage or injury 
to you or   [n] 
[r] another person or vehicle while you were driving?                           
[n] 
 
        0  never 
 
     1-9  Enter number of times 
      10  ten times or more 
 
       d  Don't Know        r  Refused 



 

       @ 
 
[@]<0,1-10,d,r> 
 
 
[# =====  DRINKING & DRIVING  =================] 
[# ===PANEL B ONLY==] 
 
 
>dd1< [define <d><8>][define <r><9>]  
      [if chek eq <1> goto drtext1] [#not a current drinker]      
       
[r] During the past 12 months, have you driven a motor vehicle 
after having two [n] 
[r] or more drinks in the previous hour?                                        
[n] 
 
        1  yes 
        5  no 
 
        7  don't drive 
 
        d  don't know        r  refused 
        @ 
 
[@] <1> 
    <5,7,d,r>   
 
 
[# ============  TEXTING AND DRIVING  
===============] 
 
>drtext1< [define <d><8>][define <r><9>]  
        
[r] During the past 12 months, did you ever SEND OR READ a 
text message or      [n] 
[r] an email while you were driving a vehicle?                                  
[n] 
 
        1  yes 
        5  no 
 
        7  don't drive 
 
        d  don't know        r  refused 
        @ 
 
[@] <1> 
    <5,7,d,r> [goto end_driv]  
 
 
>drtext2<   [define <d><98>] [define <r><99>] 
 
[r] How many times in THE PAST 30 DAYS?                                         
[n] 
 
[bold][cyan]  
   Did you SEND OR READ a text message or an email while you 
were driving  
   a vehicle?  
[n][white] 
 
        0  never 
 
        1-96 Enter number of times 
 
        97 97 or more times 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused 
        @ 

 
[@] <0,1-97,d,r> 
 
 
>end_driv< 
 
 
 
[#== PERCEIVED RISK OF USING CANNABIS (Asked 
2008-2010, 2014-2016, some new 2017)==] 
                                               
    
>int_crisk< [# Panel B only][if panel eq <1>][goto 
end_crisk][endif] 
                                                                                
[r] We are interested in your opinion about the effects of using 
cannabis,      [n] 
[r] marijuana or hash, and if people risk harming themselves when 
they do       [n] 
[r] the following:                                                              [n] 
    
[r] By "harm" we mean any harm to your physical or mental health 
or harm to     [n] 
[r] your relationships with friends or family members.                          
[n]                                              
                                                                              
        Press "Enter" to continue @                                              
          
                                                        
[@][nodata]             
 
 
>crisk2< [define <d><8>][define <r><9>]    
                         
[r] How much do people risk harming themselves physically and in 
other ways     [n] 
[r] when they SMOKE cannabis once or twice a week?                              
[n] 
 
[r] Would you say no risk, slight risk, moderate risk, or great risk?           
[n] 
 
[bold][yellow]  
   Interviewer, if asked: By "harm" we mean any harm to your 
physical or mental  
   health or harm to your relationships with friends or family 
members. 
[n][white]                                             
                                               
        1  no risk                                        
        2  slight risk                                
        3  moderate risk                       
        4  great risk                            
                                                 
        d  don't know         r  refused    
        @  
  
                                     
[@] <1-4,d,r> 
 
 
>crisk4<  
 
[r] How much do people risk harming themselves physically and in 
other ways     [n] 
[r] when they SMOKE cannabis DAILY or almost daily?                             
[n] 
                                                                         
[r] Would you say no risk, slight risk, moderate risk, or great risk?           
[n] 



 

 
[bold][yellow]  
   Interviewer, if asked: By "harm" we mean any harm to your 
physical or mental  
   health or harm to your relationships with friends or family 
members. 
[n][white] 
                                         
        1  no risk                                        
        2  slight risk                                            
        3  moderate risk                                        
        4  great risk    
                           
        d  don't know         r  refused                   
        @   
                                                    
                                    
[@] <1-4,d,r>     
 
 
>crisk5<  
 
[r] How much do people risk harming themselves physically and in 
other ways     [n] 
[r] when they use cannabis DAILY or almost daily IN FOODS, 
BAKED GOODS OR       [n] 
[r] BEVERAGES (such as a tea)?                                                  
[n] 
 
[bold][cyan] 
   Would you say no risk, slight risk, moderate risk, or great risk?           
[n][white] 
 
[bold][yellow]  
   Interviewer, if asked: By "harm" we mean any harm to your 
physical or mental  
   health or harm to your relationships with friends or family 
members. 
[n][white] 
                                        
        1  no risk                                        
        2  slight risk                                            
        3  moderate risk                                        
        4  great risk    
                           
        d  don't know         r  refused                   
        @   
                                            
                       
[@] <1-4,d,r>     
                                    
 
>crisk6<  
[r] How much do people risk harming themselves physically and in 
other ways     [n] 
[r] when they use cannabis DAILY or almost daily by way of 
VAPORIZATION?        [n] 
 
[bold][cyan] 
   Would you say no risk, slight risk, moderate risk, or great risk?           
[n][white] 
  
[bold][yellow]  
   Interviewer, if necessary:  inside an e-cigarette, a vape pipe,  
   a hookah pen or e-hookah, or by using a vaporizer? 
 
   Interviewer, if asked: By "harm" we mean any harm to your 
physical or mental  
   health or harm to your relationships with friends or family 
members. 

[n][white]     
                                          
        1  no risk                                        
        2  slight risk                                            
        3  moderate risk                                        
        4  great risk    
                           
        d  don't know         r  refused                   
        @   
                                                    
                                    
[@] <1-4,d,r>     
                                
 
>end_crisk< [allow 1][store <1> in end_crisk] 
 
 
[#===CANNABIS CONSUMPTION  
========================] 
[# ASK  ALL PANELS  ================] 
 
 
>cn1<  [define <d><8>] [define <r><9>][#ask all]    
 
[r] Some people use cannabis, marijuana or hash in private, with 
friends, or in [n] 
[r] other situations. Have you EVER IN YOUR LIFETIME used 
CANNABIS, MARIJUANA   [n]  
[r] or HASH?                                                                    [n] 
 
        1  Yes 
        5  No 
 
        d  don't know         r refused 
        @ 
 
[@] <1>  
    <5,d,r>[goto candrive][#goto candep]   
 
 
>cn1age< [# ask lifetime users only][#new 2017] 
         [define <d><98>][define <r><99>] 
 
[r] How old were you when you first used cannabis?                              
[n] 
 
     5-70  Enter age 
 
       71  71 or older 
  
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <5-71,d,r> 
 
 
>cn2<  [define <d><98>] [define <r><99>][#FOR CANNABIS 
USERS]        
 
[r] How often, if ever, have you used cannabis, marijuana or hash 
during the[n] 
[r] PAST TWELVE months:  would you say more than once a day, 
about every day,   [n] 
[r] four to five times a week, two to three times a week, once a 
week, two to   [n] 
[r] three times a month, once a month, less than once a month or 
never?         [n] 
 
        1  more than once a day 
        2  about every day (includes six times a week) 



 

        3  4 to 5 times a week 
        4  2 to 3 times a week 
        5  once a week 
        6  2 to 3 times a month 
        7  once a month 
        8  less than once a month         
         
        9  never 
         
        d  don't know         r refused 
        @ 
                                                                       
[@] <1-8> 
    <9,d,r> [goto candrive][#goto candep] 
 
 
>reg1< [#asked 1998, 1999][#ASK only past 12 months 
CANNABIS USERS] 
       [define <d><8>] [define <r><9>]         
 
[r] In the past 12 months have you ever used cannabis, marijuana 
or hash to     [n] 
[r] manage pain, nausea, glaucoma, the symptoms of multiple 
sclerosis, or       [n] 
[r] any other MEDICAL condition?                                                
[n] 
  
        1  Yes 
        5  No  
 
        d  don't know         r refused 
        @ 
  
[@] <1> 
    <5,d,r> [goto cnvap] 
     
 
>medcan<  [#new 2014][#ask only if reg1 =1] 
 
[r] In the past 12 months, did you have "MEDICAL 
AUTHORIZATION" to use cannabis,[n] 
[r] marijuana or hash for medical purposes?                                     
[n] 
  
        1  Yes 
        5  No  
 
        d  don't know         r refused 
        @ 
        
[@] <1,5,d,r> 
 
 
>cnvap< [#NEW 2016] [#ASK  past 12 m CANNABIS USERS] 
        [#ASK Panel A + B][define <d><8>] [define <r><9>]                
         
[r] In the past 12 months have you ever used any form of cannabis 
(e.g.,        [n] 
[r] marijuana, hash, etc.) by way of vaporization?                              
[n] 
 
[bold][yellow]  
    Interviewer, if necessary:  inside an e-cigarette, a vape pen, or 
by using  
    a vaporizer? 
[n][white]     
 
        1  yes 
        5  no 
 

        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1>  
    <5,d,r> 
     
 
>tp107< [define <d><8>] [define <r><9>] [#NEW 2015][#ASK 
Panel A + B]                
        [#ASK only past 12 months CANNABIS USERS]  
         
[r] In the past 12 months have you ever used CANNABIS, 
marijuana or hash mixed  [n] 
[r] with TOBACCO at the same time?                                              
[n] 
  
        1  Yes 
        5  No  
 
        d  don't know         r refused 
 
        @ 
  
[@] <1> 
    <5,d,r>  
    
 
>canalc< [define <d><8>][define <r><9>]  [#NEW 2017][#ASK 
Panel A + B]                
         [#ASK all past 12 months CANNABIS USERS]  
 
[r] In the past 12 months, how often did you use cannabis along 
with alcohol,   [n] 
[r] so that their effects overlapped?  All of the time, most of the 
time,       [n] 
[r] some of the time, or none of the time?                                      
[n] 
 
        1  All of the time 
        3  Most of the time 
        5  Some of the time 
        7  None of the time  
 
        d  don't know         r refused 
        @ 
         
 
[@] <1,3,5,7,d,r> 
 
                        
[# from here Panel B ONLY ][# Panel A skip out] 
 
>candrive< [#FOR past 12 months cannabis users]  
           [if cn1 gt <1> goto canmode][#never used] 
           [if cn2 ge <9>][goto canmode][endif][# not used in last 12 
months] 
           [if panel eq <1>][goto canmode][endif][#PANEL A skip 
out]  
 
 
>cdr1< [#ask only drivers, FOR CANNABIS USERS, PANEL B 
ONLY]  
       [if drive gt <1> goto canmode]     
       [define <d><8>][define <r><9>] 
 
 [r] During the PAST 12 MONTHS, have you driven a motor 
vehicle within an hour   [n] 
[r] of using cannabis, marijuana or hash?                                       
[n] 
 



 

        1  yes 
        5  no 
 
        7  I do not drive 
 
        d  don't know         r  refused 
        @ 
 
[@] <1> 
    <5,7,d,r> [goto canmode] 
  
  
>cdr2< [define <d><98>] [define <r><99>]  
       [#ask  if cdr1 =1][#asked 2006-2014, back in 2017] 
 
[r] How many times in the PAST 30 DAYS?                                         
[n] 
 
[bold][cyan] 
    ...have you driven a motor vehicle within an hour of using 
cannabis,  
    marijuana or hash? 
[n][white] 
 
        0  never 
 
     1-96  Enter number of times 
       97  97 or more times 
 
        d  don't know        r  refused 
        @ 
 
 
[@] <0,1-97,d,r> 
 
 
 
 
[#=== CANNABIS MODE/ SOURCE, new 2017====] 
 
 
>canmode<  [#FOR past 12 months cannabis users, Panel B only] 
           [if cn1 gt <1> goto cansource][#never used] 
           [if cn2 ge <9>][goto cansource][endif][# not used in last 12 
months] 
           [if panel eq <1>][goto cansource][endif][#PANEL A skip 
out]  
 
 
>int_cnm<  
 
[r]  The next few questions are about different ways of using 
cannabis,         [n] 
[r]  marijuana or hash.                                                         [n] 
 
        Press "Enter" to continue @ 
 
[@][nodata] 
 
 
>cnm1< [define <d><8>] [define <r><9>] 
 
[r] In the past 12 months did you SMOKE CANNABIS in a 
JOINT?                    [n] 
        
        1  yes 
        5  no 
 
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 

 
[@] <1,5,d,r> 
 
 
>cnm2< 
 
[r] In the past 12 months did you  SMOKE CANNABIS in a PIPE, 
a BONG or          [n]  
[r] a WATERPIPE?                                                                [n] 
 
        1  yes 
        5  no 
 
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1,5,d,r> 
 
 
>cnm3< 
 
[r] In the past 12 months did you consume cannabis in a FOOD 
PRODUCT or EDIBLES [n] 
[r] such as a cookie, brownie or candy?                                         
[n] 
         
        1  yes 
        5  no 
 
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1,5,d,r> 
 
 
>cnm4< 
 
[bold][cyan] In the past 12 months did you consume                    
[n][white] 
 
[r] cannabis in a TEA OR ANOTHER TYPE OF BEVERAGE?                              
[n] 
         
        1  yes 
        5  no 
 
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1,5,d,r> 
 
 
>cnm5< 
    
[r] In the past 12 months did you use cannabis as a TINCTURE?                 
[n] 
 
[bold][yellow]  
   Interviewer, if necessary: Cannabis tinctures are liquid 
concentration of  
   cannabis extracts, usually alcohol-based.  
[n][white]     
 
 
        1  yes 
        5  no 
 
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 



 

[@] <1,5,d,r> 
 
>cnm5b< 
 
[bold][cyan] In the past 12 months did you use                        
[n][white] 
 
[r] cannabis in ON SKIN such as lotions, salves, or patches?                    
[n] 
 
        1  yes 
        5  no 
 
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1,5,d,r> 
 
 
>ck_cnm6< [if cnm1 eq <1> or cnm2 eq <1> or cnm3 eq <1> or 
cnm4 eq <1> or cnm5 eq <1> or cnm5b eq <1>] 
              [goto cnm6] 
             [else] 
              [goto cansource] 
          [endif] 
               
>cnm6< 
 
[r] What is your MOST TYPICAL way of using cannabis when 
you use it?            [n] 
 
[bold][yellow] 
    Interviewer, read list, Please choose only one  
[n][white] 
 
        1  smoke it in a joint 
        2  smoke it in a pipe, a bong or waterpipe 
        3  use it in a vaporizer or e-cigarette 
        4  eat it in foods (cookie, candy) 
        5  drink it in a tea or another drink 
        6  tincture, lotion, skin product  
         
        7  other, specify 
 
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1-6,d,r> 
    <7>[specify] 
 
 
>cansource< [#FOR past 12 months cannabis users]  
           [if cn1 gt <1> goto cnsocial][#never used] 
           [if cn2 ge <9>][goto cnsocial][endif][# not used in last 12 
months] 
           [if panel eq <1>][goto cnsocial][endif][#PANEL A skip 
out]  
 
 
>cns1< [# ASK all past 12m CANNABIS users] 
       [define <d><8>] [define <r><9>] 
 
[r] Which of the following is your most TYPICAL way of 
obtaining cannabis or    [n] 
[r] cannabis products?                                                          [n] 
 
[bold][yellow] 
   Interviewer, read list, please choose only one.   
[n][white] 
 

    1  Mail order from a Health Canada licensed producer 
    2  Mail order from another online source 
    3  Cannabis store, dispensary or club 
    4  Friends or family 
    5  From a dealer or someone else you know (Interviewer, if 
necessary:  
            who sells it without legal approval) 
    6  Grow it yourself 
     
    7  Other, specify  
    d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
    @ 
 
[@] <1-6,d,r> 
    <7>[specify] 
     
 
>cns2<  [if reg1 ge <5> goto cnsocial] 
        [# ASK only past 12m MEDICAL CANNABIS users, skip 
changed Jan 18, 2017] 
 
[r] And which of the following is your most TYPICAL way of 
obtaining cannabis   [n] 
[r] or cannabis products for HEALTH REASONS?                                    
[n] 
 
[bold][yellow] 
   Interviewer, if necessary: Please choose only one.   
[n][white] 
 
    1  Mail order from a Health Canada licensed producer 
    2  Mail order from another online source 
    3  Cannabis store, dispensary or club 
    4  Friends or family 
    5  From a dealer or someone else you know (Interviewer, if 
necessary:  
            who sells it without legal approval) 
    6  Grow it yourself 
     
    7  Other, specify 
    d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
    @ 
 
[@] <1-6,d,r> 
    <7>[specify] 
 
 
>cnsocial< [#FOR past 12 months cannabis users]  
           [if cn1 gt <1> goto candep][#never used] 
           [if cn2 ge <9>][goto candep][endif][# not used in last 12 
months] 
           [if panel eq <1>][goto candep][endif][#PANEL A skip out] 
 
>cnsoc1< [define <d><98>] [define <r><99>] 
 
[r] WHERE do you most TYPICALLY use cannabis, marijuana, or 
hash when you use it?[n] 
[r] Would you say:?                                                              [n] 
 
[bold][yellow] 
   Interviewer, Please choose only one, read list.   
[n][white] 
 
        1  Your Home  
        2  Friend/Family Member's Home  
        3  Place of work 
        4  Place of worship or school 
        5  Restaurant/bar/night club 
        6  In a vehicle 
        7  In a park, a parking lot, or other open space 



 

         
        8  Other, specify 
 
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1-7,d,r> 
    <8>[specify] 
     
     
>cnsoc2< [define <d><8>] [define <r><9>] 
 
[r] WHEN you use cannabis, marijuana, or hash, how often are you 
alone?         [n] 
[r] All of the time, most of the time, some of the time, or none of 
the time?   [n]                                                                        
 
        1  All of the time 
        2  Most of the time 
        3  Some of the time 
        4  None of the time  
 
        d  don't know         r refused 
        @ 
         
 
[@] <1-4,d,r> 
 
 
[# =====CANNABIS DEPENDENCE  
=====================] 
 
[# ===PANEL B ONLY==] 
 
 
>candep< [#FOR past 12 months cannabis users]  
      [if panel eq <1>][goto end_can][endif][# PANEL A skip out]      
      [if cn1 gt <1> goto end_can][#never used] 
      [if cn2 ge <9>][goto end_can][endif][# not used in last 12 
months] 
       
 
[#====WHO-ASSIST == new 2004 ====]    
                              
      
>can3m<  [define <d><8>] [define <r><9>] 
         [#ask past 12m cannabis users] 
                       
[r] How often have you used cannabis, marijuana or hash during 
the PAST         [n] 
[r] THREE months: would you say never, once or twice, once a 
month, 2-3 times   [n] 
[r] a month, once a week, 2-3 times a week, 4 to 5 times a week, 
daily or       [n] 
[r] almost daily?                                                               [n] 
 
        0  never   
        1  once or twice 
        2  once a month  
        3  2-3 times a month 
        4  once a week 
        5  2-3 times a week  
        6  4 to 5 times a week 
        7  daily or almost daily 
 
        d  don't know         r refused 
        @   
         
[@] <1-7> 
    <0,d,r> [goto end_can] 

                                                                                     
                                          
>cn30r<  [#NEW in 2005][#ask if can3m=1-7][#revised categories 
2017] 
 
[r] And what about the PAST 30 DAYS?  How often have you 
used cannabis,         [n] 
[r] marijuana or hash during the PAST 30 DAYS: would you say 
never, once or     [n] 
[r] twice, 3-4 times, weekly, daily or almost daily?                            
[n] 
                                                                                 
        0  never 
        1  once or twice 
        3  3-4 times  
        5  weekly 
        7  daily or almost daily 
 
        d  don't know         r refused 
        @  
  
[@] <0,1,3,5,7,d,r> 
                      
     
>cnas1<   
 
[r] During the PAST 3 MONTHS, how often have you had a 
strong desire or urge    [n] 
[r] to use cannabis, marijuana or hash?  Would you say: never, 
once or twice,   [n] 
[r] monthly, weekly, daily or almost daily?                                     
[n] 
 
        0  never 
 
        1  once or twice 
        2  monthly 
        3  weekly 
        4  daily or almost daily 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused   
        @ 
 
[@] <0,1-4,d,r> 
 
         
>cnas2<   
 
[r] During the PAST 3 MONTHS, how often has your use of 
cannabis, marijuana or  [n] 
[r] hash led to health, social, legal or financial problems?                    
[n] 
 
[bold][cyan] 
  Would you say: never, once or twice, monthly, weekly, daily or 
almost daily?    
[n][white] 
 
       
        0  never 
 
        1  once or twice 
        2  monthly 
        3  weekly 
        4  daily or almost daily 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused   
        @ 
 
[@] <0,1-4,d,r> 



 

   
 
>cnas3<    
 
[r] During the PAST 3 MONTHS, how often have you failed to do 
what was normally [n] 
[r] expected of you because of your use of cannabis, marijuana or 
hash?         [n] 
 
[bold][cyan] 
   Would you say: never, once or twice, monthly, weekly, daily or 
almost daily?    
[n][white] 
        
        0  never 
 
        1  once or twice 
        2  monthly 
        3  weekly 
        4  daily or almost daily 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused   
        @ 
 
[@] <0,1-4,d,r> 
 
 
>cnas4< 
 
[r] Has a friend, relative, a doctor or anyone else ever expressed 
concern about [n] 
[r] your use of cannabis, marijuana or hash? Would you say: yes, 
within the past [n]  
[r] 3 months; yes, but not in the past 3 months; or no, not at all?              
[n] 
 
        1  Yes, but not in the PAST 3 MONTHS 
        3  Yes, during the PAST 3 MONTHS 
 
        5  no, not at all 
 
        d  don't know    r  refused 
        @      
 
 
[@] <1,3,5,d,r>  
 
 
>cnas5<  
  
[r] Have you EVER TRIED AND FAILED to control, cut down or 
stop using cannabis, [n] 
[r] marijuana or hash? Would you say: yes, within the past 3 
months; yes, but   [n] 
[r] not in the past 3 months; or no, not at all?                                
[n] 
 
        1  Yes, but not in the PAST 3 MONTHS 
        3  Yes, during the PAST 3 MONTHS 
 
        5  no, not at all 
 
        d  don't know    r  refused 
        @ 
 
 
[@] <1,3,5,d,r>  
 
  
>end_can< [allow 1][store <1> in end_can]  

 
 
[# ==== TREATMENT for CANNABIS (ask all LIFETIME 
USERS) Panel B only========] 
 
 
>int_treat< [#FOR lifetime cannabis users]  
            [if panel eq <1>][goto end_treat][endif][# PANEL A skip 
out]      
            [if cn1 gt <1> goto end_treat] [#never used]  
 
[r] In the next questions, we would like to ask you some questions 
about        [n] 
[r] treatment for cannabis use. We are interested in everyone's 
answer to       [n] 
[r] these questions, even if you are not using cannabis anymore.                
[n] 
 
 
        Press "Enter" to continue @ 
 
[@][nodata] 
 
 
>treat1c<  [#FOR lifetime cannabis users] [define <d><8>][define 
<r><9>] 
 
[r] Have you EVER received any type of professional help for your 
use of cannabis? [n] 
     
[bold][yellow]   
   Interviewer: if necessary: "Include any treatment or counselling 
given by  
   doctors, counsellors, social workers or other health professionals.      
[n][white] 
    
        1  Yes, but not in the past 12 months  
        2  Yes, during the past 12 months     
  
        5  No            
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
 
 
[@] <1,2,d,r> [goto end_treat] 
    <5> 
 
 
>treat2c< [#if treat1c = 5]  
 
[r] Did you EVER think you might have needed professional help 
for your use of  [n] 
[r] cannabis?                                                                   [n] 
  
        1  Yes, but not in the past 12 months   
        2  Yes, during the past 12 months    
 
        5  No           
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
 
 
[@] <1,2,5,d,r > 
 
 
>end_treat< [allow 1][store <1> in end_treat]  
 
 



 

[# ==== CANNABIS OPINIONS/ POLICY - NEW 2017  =]  
 
[# ===PANEL B ONLY from here===] 
 
[# ===CANNABIS PERCEPTIONS (#ASK all Panel B), new 
2017 ===] 
 
 
>int_per< [if panel eq <1> goto end_cdr] 
     
[r] Please tell me if you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat 
disagree or  [n] 
[r] strongly disagree with the following statements.                            
[n] 
 
        Press "Enter" to continue @ 
 
 
[@][nodata] 
 
 
>cnp14< [define <d><8>][define <r><9>] 
 
[r] Cannabis can be addictive.  Do you strongly agree, somewhat 
agree,          [n] 
[r] somewhat disagree or strongly disagree?                                     
[n] 
 
        1  strongly agree 
        3  somewhat agree 
        5  somewhat disagree 
        7  strongly disagree 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
 
         
[@] <1,3,5,7,d,r> 
 
 
>cdr3< 
 
[r] Driving under the influence of cannabis increases the risk of 
being         [n] 
[r] involved in a motor vehicle collision.                                      [n] 
 
[bold][cyan] 
  Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree or 
strongly disagree?         
[n][white] 
 
        1  strongly agree 
        3  somewhat agree 
        5  somewhat disagree 
        7  strongly disagree 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
 
         
[@] <1,3,5,7,d,r> 
 
 
>cdr4< 
 
[r] It is safer to drive under the influence of cannabis than under             
[n] 
[r] the influence of alcohol.                                                   [n] 
 
[bold][cyan] 

  Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree or 
strongly disagree?         
[n][white] 
 
        1  strongly agree 
        3  somewhat agree 
        5  somewhat disagree 
        7  strongly disagree 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
 
         
[@] <1,3,5,7,d,r> 
 
 
>cdr5< 
 
[r] The chances of getting caught by police for DRINKING AND 
DRIVING are higher [n] 
[r] than for USING CANNABIS AND DRIVING.                                        
[n] 
 
[bold][cyan] 
  Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree or 
strongly disagree? 
[n][white] 
 
        1  strongly agree 
        3  somewhat agree 
        5  somewhat disagree 
        7  strongly disagree 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
 
         
[@] <1,3,5,7,d,r> 
 
 
>cnp13< [define <d><8>] [define <r><9>] 
 
[r] You would be bothered by having a store that sells marijuana in 
your        [n]  
[r] neighbourhood.                                                              [n] 
 
[bold][cyan] 
  Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree or 
strongly disagree? 
[n][white] 
 
        1  strongly agree 
        3  somewhat agree 
        5  somewhat disagree 
        7  strongly disagree 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
 
         
[@] <1,3,5,7,d,r> 
 
 
>end_cdr< 
 
 
[# ======== CONTROL OF CANNABIS USE  
================] 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
 



 

>int_cnp< [if panel eq <1>][goto end_canpol][endif][# PANEL A 
skip out]  
 
[r] The next few questions are about  PERSONAL 
RECREATIONAL CANNABIS USE among  [n] 
[r] adults in Canada.                                                           [n] 
 
[bold][yellow]   
   Interviewer, if necessary: We are interested in your opinion even 
if you  
   have never used cannabis.   
[n][white]  
 
        press enter to continue  @ 
         
[@][nodata]                      
              
 
>cnp1r< [define <d><8>][define <r><9>] [#new 2017][# revised 
wording 2018]   
 
[r] Please tell me if you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat 
disagree or    [n] 
[r] strongly disagree with the following statements.                              
[n] 
 
[r] PERSONAL RECREATIONAL CANNABIS USE among 
ADULTS in Canada should be legal.    [n] 
 
[r] Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree or 
strongly disagree?[n] 
  
        1  strongly agree 
        3  somewhat agree 
        5  somewhat disagree 
        7  strongly disagree 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
 
         
[@] <1,3,5,7,d,r> 
 
 
>cnp11< [define <d><8>][define <r><9>] [# changed wording 
2018 using 'when' instead of 'if'] 
 
[r] When RECREATIONAL CANNABIS use is legal, cannabis 
sellers should be allowed   [n] 
[r] to advertise their products.                                                  [n] 
  
[r] Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree or 
strongly disagree?[n] 
  
        1  strongly agree 
        3  somewhat agree 
        5  somewhat disagree 
        7  strongly disagree 
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
 
         
[@] <1,3,5,7,d,r> 
 
 
>cnpage< [#new 2017][#ask all PANEL B] [# revised wording 
2018] 
 

[r] What do you think  should be the minimum LEGAL AGE for 
purchasing and       [n] 
[r] possessing RECREATIONAL cannabis?                                           
[n] 
 
[r] Would you say...                                                            [n] 
 
[bold][yellow] 
    Interviewer: If R says it should be the same as the legal age for 
tobacco  
    and alcohol, code as '3'. 
[n][white]  
 
        1  25 (years) 
        2  21  
        3  19  
        4  18  
        5  16  
 
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused 
        @ 
 
[@] <1-5,d,r> 
 
   
>cnp2<[define <d><8>][define <r><9>] [#new 2014]  
 
[r] Do you think ADULTS should be allowed to grow cannabis for 
personal use     [n] 
[r] as long as it's in limited quantities and not shared or sold?               
[n] 
 
        1  yes 
        5  no         
 
        d  don't know        r  refused 
        @ 
 
 
[@] <1,5,d,r>  
 
 
[# cnp10, cnp7 cnp7a deleted] 
 
        
>end_canpol< 
 
 
 
>crime<  [if panel eq <1> goto ck1] [#ASK all Panel B] 
         [define <d><8>] [define <r><9>] 
          
[r] Have you ever, in your lifetime, been arrested or warned by 
police for      [n] 
[r] a criminal offence?                                                         [n] 
                                               
[bold][yellow]    
   Interviewer: by criminal offence we mean things like cannabis 
possession,  
   theft, assault, a dangerous driving offence, driving over the legal 
limit,  
   etc. 
[n][white]                                               
                                               
        1  yes                                  
        5  no                                   
                                               
        d  don't know        r  refused        
        @                                      
                                               



 

[@] <1> 
    <5,d,r>[goto ck1]                               
 
 
>crime2< [#ASK lifetime cannabis users who said yes to crime IF 
(crime=1& cn1=1)]           
         [if cn1 gt <1> goto ck1] 
          
[r] Was this related to cannabis use?                                           [n] 
                                                                                                                                         
        1  yes (to any or all offences/incidents) 
        5  no                                   
                                               
        d  don't know        r  refused        
        @                                      
               
                                               
[@] <1,5,d,r>  
 
 
[# ==== COCAINE USE (ASK ALL, Panel B only)  
==================] 
 
 
>ck1<  [define <d><8>] [define <r><9>]  
       [if panel eq <1> goto end_ck][# PANEL A skip out]  
 
[r] Some people use COCAINE in social settings with friends, 
while others use it[n] 
[r] for its stimulant properties. Have you EVER IN YOUR 
LIFETIME used COCAINE?  [n] 
 
        1  yes 
        5  no 
 
        d  don't know        r refused 
        @ 
 
[@] <1>  
    <5,d,r> [goto end_ck] 
 
 
>ck2r< [define <d><98>][define <r><99>] 
 
[r] Was this in the past 12 months?                                             [n] 
 
        1  yes  
        5  no 
 
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 
 
[@] <1,5,d,r> 
 
 
>end_ck< 
 
 
 
[# ==== MENTAL HEALTH  - KESSLER K6 ===] 
[#=== NEW 2014 , revised 2015 ==]  
[# ===PANEL B  ONLY ===] 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
 
>int4< [if panel eq <1> goto end_kessl] [# Panel A skip out] 
 
[r] The next questions are about how you have been feeling during 
the past 30 days.[n]  
 

[bold][yellow]   
   Interviewer: if asked, even if you are healthy and had no medical 
complaints 
   I would still like to ask all questions for completeness.                                                                
[n] 
[n][white]  
 
        Press "Enter" to continue @ 
 
[@][nodata] 
 
 
>k1< [define <d><8>][define <r><9>]    
 
[r] During the past 30 days, how often did you feel nervous? All of 
the time,   [n] 
[r] most of the time, some of the time, a little of the time, or none 
of the    [n] 
[r] time?                                                                       [n] 
 
        1  All of the time 
        2  Most of the time 
        3  Some of the time 
        4  A little of the time 
        5  None of the time  
 
        d  don't know         r refused 
        @ 
         
 
[@] <1-5,d,r> 
 
 
>k2<  
 
[r] During the past 30 days, how often did you feel hopeless?                   
[n] 
 
[bold][cyan] 
   all of the time, most of the time, some of the time, a little of the 
time,  
   or none of the time? 
[n][white]  
 
        1  All of the time 
        2  Most of the time 
        3  Some of the time 
        4  A little of the time 
        5  None of the time  
 
        d  don't know         r refused 
        @ 
         
 
[@] <1-5,d,r> 
 
 
>k3<  
  
[r] During the past 30 days, how often did you feel restless or 
fidgety?        [n] 
 
[bold][cyan] 
   all of the time, most of the time, some of the time, a little of the 
time,  
   or none of the time? 
[n][white]  
 
        1  All of the time 
        2  Most of the time 



 

        3  Some of the time 
        4  A little of the time 
        5  None of the time  
 
        d  don't know         r refused 
        @ 
         
[@] <1-5,d,r>  
 
 
>k4<  
 
[r] How often did you feel so depressed that nothing could cheer 
you up?        [n] 
 
[bold][cyan] 
   all of the time, most of the time, some of the time, a little of the 
time,  
   or none of the time? 
[n][white]  
 
        1  All of the time 
        2  Most of the time 
        3  Some of the time 
        4  A little of the time 
        5  None of the time  
 
        d  don't know         r refused 
        @ 
         
 
[@] <1-5,d,r> 
 
 
>k5<   
 
[r] During the past 30 days, how often did you feel that everything 
was an effort?[n]  
 
[bold][cyan] 
   all of the time, most of the time, some of the time, a little of the 
time,  
   or none of the time? 
[n][white]  
 
        1  All of the time 
        2  Most of the time 
        3  Some of the time 
        4  A little of the time 
        5  None of the time  
 
        d  don't know         r refused 
        @ 
         
 
[@] <1-5,d,r> 
 
 
>k6<  
 
[r] During the past 30 days, how often did you feel worthless?                  
[n] 
 
[bold][cyan] 
   all of the time, most of the time, some of the time, a little of the 
time,  
   or none of the time? 
[n][white]  
 
        1  All of the time 

        2  Most of the time 
        3  Some of the time 
        4  A little of the time 
        5  None of the time  
 
        d  don't know         r refused 
        @ 
         
         
[@] <1-5,d,r> 
 
 
>end_kessl< 
 
 
[# ==SUICIDE=== New 2012]] 
[# ===PANEL B ONLY ===]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
 
 
>suic1< [if panel eq <1> goto end_suic] [# Panel A skip out]  
        [define <d><8>][define <r><9>]  [#new 2012] 
 
[r] In the PAST 12 MONTHS, did you ever seriously consider 
attempting suicide?  [n] 
 
        1  yes 
        5  no 
 
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1>  
    <5,d,r> [goto end_suic]  
 
 
>suic2<  
 
[r] In the PAST 12 MONTHS, did you actually attempt suicide?                    
[n] 
 
        1  yes 
        5  no 
 
        d  Don't Know         r  Refused  
        @ 
 
[@] <1,5,d,r> 
 
 
>end_suic< 
 
 
 
[# ===== PSYCHOTHERAPEUTICS  ==========] 
[# === PANEL B  ONLY ===] 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
 
>int2< [#ask all][if panel eq <1> goto end_psy][#  Panel A skip 
out]    
 
[r] Now some questions about prescription medications that are 
prescribed by    [n] 
[r] a doctor or psychiatrist.                                                   [n] 
 
        Press "Enter" to continue @ 
 
[@][nodata] 
 
 



 

>ps11< [#ask all] [define <d><8>] [define <r><9>] 
 
[r] In the past 12 months, have you taken any prescription 
medication to reduce [n] 
[r] anxiety or panic attacks?                                                   [n] 
 
        1  yes 
        5  no 
 
        d  don't know        r  refused 
        @ 
 
 
[@] <1,5,d,r>      
 
 
>ps16<  [# ask all]   
 
[r] In the past 12 months, have you taken any prescription 
medication to treat  [n] 
[r] depression?                                                                 [n] 
 
        1  yes 
        5  no 
 
        d  don't know        r  refused 
        @ 
         
         
[@] <1,5,d,r>   
 
                                         
                 
>end_psy< 
 
 
 
[#======  PAIN RELIEVERS  (revised 2010) ===========] 
 
[# === PANEL B ONLY ===] 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
 
>Int_pr<  [# revised 2010][if panel eq <1> goto end_pr1][# Panel 
A skip out]   
 
[r] The next few questions are about your use of pain relievers. We 
are NOT     [n] 
[r] interested in over the counter pain relievers such as Aspirin or 
Advil      [n] 
[r] that can be bought without a doctor's prescription.                         
[n] 
                                                                                  
[r] In these questions, by PAIN RELIEVERS, we mean those that 
are obtained by   [n] 
[r] a PRESCRIPTION from a doctor or dentist such as Percocet, 
Demerol,          [n] 
[r] Tylenol #3 or other products.                                               [n] 
 
 
        Press "Enter" to continue @ 
 
[@][nodata] 
                                                                                 
      
>po1< [define <d><98>] [define <r><99>]    [#new 2010] 
[r] In the past 12 months how many times, if at all, have you used 
ANY such      [n] 
[r] pain relievers WITH A PRESCRIPTION or because a doctor 
told you to take them?[n] 

[r] Would you say never, 1 or 2 times, 3 to 5 times, 6 to 9 times, 10 
to 19      [n] 
[r] times, 20 to 39 times, 40 times or more often?                               
[n]                                                             
 
[bold][yellow]    
    Interviewer if asked: we mean pain relievers available by 
prescription OR  
    from any other source.                                                                                         
  Interviewer: Such pain relievers may include: Endocet, Codeine 
Contin, Kadian, 
  Duragesic Meperidine, Robaxacet 8, Oxycodone-IR, Tylenol  #2, 
#3 or #4.      
[n][white]         
         
        1  1 or 2 times 
        2  3 to 5 times 
        3  6 to 9 times                       
        4  10 to 19 times                         
        5  20 to 39 times                                  
        6  40 or more times                       
                    
        9  Never                                         
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused  
        @ 
 
 
[@] <1-6,9,d,r> 
                                   
 
>po2< [define <d><98>] [define <r><99>]  [#new 2010] 
[r] In the past 12 months how many times, if at all, have you used 
ANY such pain  [n] 
[r] relievers WITHOUT A PRESCRIPTION or without a doctor 
telling you to take them?[n] 
[bold][cyan]  
  Would you say never, 1 or 2 times, 3 to 5 times, 6 to 9 times, 10 
to 19 times,  
  20 to 39 times, 40 times or more often?                      
[n][white]    
  
[bold][yellow]      
   Interviewer if asked: we mean pain relievers available by 
prescription OR  
   from any other source.                                                                                         
  Interviewer: Such pain relievers may include: Endocet, Codeine 
Contin, Kadian, 
  Duragesic Meperidine, Robaxacet 8, Oxycodone-IR, Tylenol  #2, 
#3 or #4.      
[n][white]         
                                      
        1  1 or 2 times 
        2  3 to 5 times 
        3  6 to 9 times                       
        4  10 to 19 times                         
        5  20 to 39 times                                  
        6  40 or more times                       
         
        9  Never                                         
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused         
        @ 
 
  
[@] <1-6> 
    <9,d,r>[goto end_pr1] 
                        
 
>pr7< [# ASK all users without prescription, if po2 eq 1-6] [#new 
2010] 
      [define <d><8>] [define <r><9>] 



 

       
[r] During the past 12 months, did you ever use pain relievers for 
the feelings [n] 
[r] it caused or to get high?                                                   [n] 
 
        1  yes 
        5  no 
 
        d  don't know         r  refused  
        @ 
 
 
[@] <1,5,d,r>  
 
 
 
>end_pr1<  
 
 
[#Panel B only from here] [# Panel A skip out]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
 
 [#==DRIVING and PO use===] 
 
 [#==we need to count "all users" of PR ( PR user=1) here ] 
 
[#== Driving and Use of  Prescription Pain Relievers==Panel B 
only ] 
[#ASK Only PR users who are drivers - PR user=1& drive=1, 
po1=1-6 or po2-1-6] 
 
>ck_dpo< [allow int 1] 
         [store <0> in ck_dpo] 
         [if panel eq <1>][goto end_pr][endif][# Panel A skip out]  
         [if (po1 ge <1> and po1 le <6>) and drive eq <1>] 
             [store <1> in ck_dpo] 
         [endif] 
              
         [if (po2 ge <1> and po2 le <6>) and drive eq <1>] 
             [store <1> in ck_dpo] 
         [endif]  
                  
                          
                    
>dpo1< [if ck_dpo eq <0> goto end_pr] 
       [define <d><8>][define <r><9>] [#new 2010] 
 
[r] During the past 12 months, have you driven a motor vehicle 
after taking     [n] 
[r] any prescription pain relievers in the previous hour?                       
[n] 
 
[bold][yellow]   
   Interviewer, if asked: by motor vehicle we mean car, truck, van, 
motorcycle,  
   boat, or snowmobile. 
[n][white]    
 
        1  yes 
        5  no 
 
        7  don't drive 
 
        d  don't know        r  refused 
        @ 
  
  
[@] <1,5,7,d,r>  
     
 
>end_pr< [allow int 1] 

         [store <1> in end_pr] 
 
                                 
 
[# ====  DEMOGRAPHICS ==============] 
[#===ALL  PANELS  ==================] 
 
[#===AGE  =====================] 
                                               
 
>dob< [# NEW 2015, revised 2016]  
      [open dob][define <d><9998>][define <r><9999>]   
 
[r] Finally, these last questions are for classification purposes only.         
[n] 
[r] First, what is your date of birth?                                          [n]      
 
[bold][yellow] 
    Interviewer: if the respondent does not give exact day, month, or 
year of  
    birth, code "d" for don't know and "r" for refused. 
[n][white]     
 
         1-31  enter day   @day 
         1-12  enter month @mth 
    1900-2000  enter year  @yr 
 
            d  don't know        r  refused    
             
             
[@day] <1-31><d,r> 
[@mth] <1-12><d,r>   
[@yr] <1900-2000> 
      <d,r>[goto agecat] 
 
 
>dob_check<[# new check item]            
           [if dob@yr is <> or dob@yr ge <9998>][goto agecat][endif] 
           [goto sd2]         
                                                                   
 
>agecat< [define <d><98>] [define <r><99>] [# NEW 2015][# 
ASK if DK to age items before]  
         [#Categories changed 2016] 
 
[r] We don't need your exact age, but would you please tell me in 
what age      [n] 
[r] group you fall into?                                                        [n] 
 
        1  18 to 24 years 
        2  25 to 29 years  
        3  30 to 34 years 
        4  35 to 39 years  
        5  40 to 44 years  
        6  45 to 49 years  
        7  50 to 54 years  
        8  55 to 64 years  
        9  65 years and over 
 
        d  don't know        r  refused        
        @                                      
              
                                               
[@] <1-9,d,r>     
                                                                                                  
                                               
>sd2< [define <d><98>][define <r><99>]         
                                               
[r] What is the highest level of education you have completed?                  
[n] 



 

                                               
        1  No schooling                        
        2  Some elementary school                                             
        3  Completed elementary school                                        
        4  Some high school/junior high                                       
        5  Completed high school                                              
        6  Some community college                                             
        7  Some technical school (College Classique, CEGEP)                   
        8  Completed community college                                        
        9  Completed technical school (College Classique, CEGEP)              
       10  Some University                                                   
       11  Completed Bachelor's Degree (Arts, Science, Engineering, 
etc.)     
       12  Post graduate Training: MA, MSc, MBA, MSW, etc.                   
       13  Post graduate Training: PhD, "doctorate"                          
       14  Professional Degree (Law, Medicine, Dentistry)                    
                                               
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused        
        @                                      
                                               
[@] <1-14,d,r>                                 
                                               
                                               
>sd3<   [define <s><0>]                        
                                               
[r] What is your religion?                                                      [n] 
                                               
    1 Anglican               8 Hindu                 7 Orthodox 
    2 Baptist                9 Jehovah's Witness    16 Pentecostal         
    3 Born-again Christian  10 Jewish               17 Presbyterian        
    4 Buddhist              11 Latter Day Saints    18 Protestant          
    5 Catholic              12 Lutheran              5 RC                  
    6 Christian             13 Mennonite             5 Roman Catholic      
    1 Church of England     22 Methodist            19 Salvation Army      
    7 Eastern Orthodox      11 Mormon               20 Sikh                
    1 Episcopalian          14 Muslim               21 United Church        
    7 Greek Orthodox        15 Non-denominational   23 Unitarian                          
                                               
    s Other religion (specify)                 
                                               
   97 No religion/Atheist/Agnostic    d  Don't know            r  
Refused  
                                               
    @                                          
                                               
[@] <1-23,97,d,r>                                                         
    <s> [specify]                                                           
                                               
                                               
>sd5<   [define <d><8>] [define <r><9>]        
                                               
[r] At present are you married, living with a partner, widowed, 
divorced,       [n] 
[r] separated, or have you never been married?                                  
[n] 
                                               
        1  married                             
        2  living with a partner               
        3  widowed                             
        4  divorced                            
        5  separated                           
        6  never married                       
                                               
        d  don't know        r  refused        
        @                                      
                                               
[@] <1-6,d,r>     
                              
                                               
>sex_id< [define <d><8>] [define <r><9>][#NEW 2014] 

  
[r] Do you consider yourself to be heterosexual, homosexual, that 
is lesbian    [n] 
[r] or gay, or bisexual?                                                        [n] 
 
[bold][yellow] 
  Interviewer, after you read each response category, if needed, 
read the 
  information in the brackets (i.e., the definition). If R says 
"straight",  
  code as heterosexual. 
[n][white] 
 
      1  heterosexual (sexual relations with people of the opposite 
sex) 
      3  homosexual (sexual relations with people of your own sex) 
      5  bisexual (sexual relations with people of both sexes) 
          
      s  other (other includes two-spirit, or other)(specify) 
          
      d  don't know        r  refused 
      @ 
 
 
[@] <1,3,5,d,r> 
    <s> [specify]  
 
                                            
>sd5a< [define <d><98>] [define <r><99>]     
                                               
[r] Including yourself, how many people are currently living in 
your household? [n] 
                                               
     1-9  enter number     
                    
      10 ten or more people  
                                               
        d  don't know        r  refused        
        @                                      
                        
                                               
[@] <2-10> 
    <1,d,r>[goto sd6r]                                 
 
                                            
>sd5b< [define <d><98>] [define <r><99>]  [#NEW 2015]    
                                               
[r] Including yourself, how many people aged 18 to 30 are 
currently living in   [n] 
[r] your household?                                                             [n] 
                                               
       0  none  
      
     1-9  enter number                        
      10  ten or more people 
                                               
        d  don't know        r  refused        
        @                                      
                        
                                               
[@] <1-10,0> 
    <d,r>[goto sd6r]                                 
                        
                                               
>sdc1< [#NEW 2014] [define <d><8>][define <r><9>] 
 
[r]  Next I would like to ask you about children.                               
[n] 
[r]  Do you have any children in your household AGED 17 OR 
YOUNGER?             [n] 



 

 
[bold][yellow] 
    INTERVIEWER: if required, kids must be your sons or 
daughters living in 
    your home. 
 
    If required, this includes step children or adopted children. 
[n][white] 
 
       1  yes 
       5  no 
          
       d  don't know   r  refused 
       @ 
 
 
[@] <1,5,d,r>  
     
                                               
>sd6r< [# revised item  name in 2008B][define <d><98>] [define 
<r><99>]      
       
[r] Are you presently working for pay in a full-time or in a part-
time job, are [n] 
[r] you unemployed, retired, a homemaker, a student, or something 
else?         [n] 
                                               
        1  full-time job (including those on vacations, pregnancy 
leave,  
           illness, or other types of paid leave from work) 
        2  part-time job                       
        3  two or more jobs (self-employed and work for pay, part-
time  
            and full-time work, etc.)          
        4  unemployed                          
        5  retired (includes retired and working part-time) 
        6  homemaker                           
        7  student (includes students working part-time) 
        8  self-employed                       
        9  disability                          
                                               
        0  other                               
        d  don't know        r  refused        
        @                                      
                                               
[@] <1-5,8> [goto living_r]                         
    <6>                                        
    <0,7,9,d,r> [goto living_r]                    
                                               
                                               
>sd6b<   [define <d><8>] [define <r><9>]       
                                               
[r] Did you ever work for pay in a full-time or in a part-time job?             
[n] 
                                               
        1  yes                                 
        5  no                                  
                                               
        d  don't know        r refused         
        @                                      
                                               
[@] <1,5,d,r>  
                                                
 
>living_r< [#NEW 2016, revised 2018] 
 
[r] Which of the following best describes your current living 
situation:        [n] 
[r] living alone independently in own home,  living with spouse in 
own home,    [n] 

[r] living in an "Assisted Living" unit, living with other family 
members or    [n] 
[r] living with friends?                                                        [n] 
  
[bold][yellow] 
   Interviewer: If response is "I live with my spouse and children" - 
please  
   code as "2"; If response is "I live with my parents" - please code 
as "4". 
[n][white] 
 
         1  Living alone independently in own home  
         2  Living with spouse  in own home (includes children) 
         3  Living in an "assisted living" unit  
         4  Living with family members  
         5  Living with friends  
         
         6  Other, specify  
 
         d  don't know        r  refused       
         @ 
                
                                               
[@] <1-5,d,r>  
    <6>[specify] 
                                            
                                           
>sd7b< [if panel eq <1>][goto sd8][endif][#ASK panel B only]   
       [define <d><8>] [define <r><9>]  
                                               
[r] Do you currently have a valid driver's licence?                             
[n] 
                                               
[bold][yellow]                                 
  Interviewer: if respondent says "no", ask "did you have one in the 
past  
  12 months?"                                  
[n][white]                                     
                                               
        1  yes                                 
                                               
        5  no                                  
        7  No, but I had one in the past 12 months 
                                               
        d  don't know        r refused         
        @                                      
                                               
                                               
[@] <1>                                        
    <5,7,d,r> [goto sd8]                       
                                               
                                               
>sd7c<  [#new in 2009] [define <d><8>] [define <r><9>][#ASK 
panel B only] 
                                               
[r] What type of driver's licence do you have now? Do you have a 
level one      [n] 
[r] licence, a level two licence, or a full licence?                            
[n] 
                                               
        1  Level One licence (includes G1, M1, or 'learner's')                   
        2  Level Two graduated licence (includes G2, M2, 
'intermediate' or  
                 'probationary')               
        3  Full licence (includes G, M or 'unrestricted')                  
                                               
        4  other, specify                          
        d  don't know        r  refused        
        @                                      
                                               



 

                                               
[@] <1-3,d,r>                                  
    <4>[specify]                               
                                               
                                               
>sd8< [define <d><98>][define <r><99>] [define 
<s><0>][#revised 2018] 
[r] What language do you usually speak in your own home?                        
[n] 
                                       
      6  English       7  French       
     31  Arabic (any Arabic language) 
      1  Chinese (Mandarin or Cantonese) 
      2  Croatian (Serbian) 
      8  Filipino (Tagalog) 
      9  German 
     13  Italian 
     11  Hindi 
     17  Polish 
     19  Punjabi 
     18  Portuguese 
     20  Russian 
     23  Spanish 
     24  Tamil 
     26  Urdu 
       
      s  Other (specify)     d  don't know        r  Refused 
      @                                        
                                               
[@] <1,2,6-9,11,13,17-20,23,24,26,31,d,r>      
    <s> [specify] 
                                                   
                                               
>sd8a< [# revised 2012] [#revised 2018]                                                                                       
[r] In what country were you born?                                              [n] 
                                                                
    1  Canada           20  United States     
    2  China, Hong Kong 
    4  Germany 
    6  Guyana 
    9  India 
   10  Italy 
   11  Jamaica 
   12  Netherlands (Holland) 
   24  Pakistan 
   13  Philippines 
   14  Poland 
   15  Portugal 
   19  Sri Lanka 
   17  Russia 
   21  United Kingdom (England, Scotland, Ireland, Wales, Great 
Britain)            
   38  Yugoslavia/Serbia/Croatia 
    s  Other (specify)     r  Refused    @                                         
                          
                                               
[@] <2,4,6,9-15,17,19-21,38>                                     
    <s>[specify]                               
    <1,d,r>[goto ethnic1b] 
     
                                                   
>sd8b<  [define <d><9998>] [define <r><9999>]  
                                               
[r] In what year did you first come to Canada to live?                          
[n] 
                                               
[bold][yellow]                                 
   INTERVIEWER: Minimum is year of birth; maximum is current 
year. 
[n][white]                                     

                                               
    1900-2018  Enter year                      
                                               
            0  I was born a Canadian citizen   
                                               
            d  don't know        r  refused    
            @                                  
                                                      
 
[@] <1900-2018,0,d,r>                          
                                               
                                               
>ethnic1b< [define <d><8>] [define <r><9>][#revised 2018] 
 
[r] Now a question about your parents.  Was your mother born 
outside Canada?    [n] 
 
[bold][yellow]   
   Interviewer: if asked, we mean birth mother or biological mother.  
[n][white]   
  
       1  yes 
       5  no 
          
       d  don't know   r  refused 
       @ 
 
 
[@] <1,5,d,r>  
                      
                                             
>ethnic2b< [define <d><98>] [define <r><99>] [#revised 2018] 
 
[r] Was your father born outside Canada?                                        
[n] 
 
[bold][yellow]   
   Interviewer: if asked, we mean birth father or biological father.  
[n][white]  
  
       1  yes 
       5  no 
          
       d  don't know   r  refused 
       @ 
 
 
[@] <1,5,d,r>  
 
 
>race1< [define <d><8>] [define <r><9>][define <s><0>][#NEW 
2012][#revised 2018] 
 
[r] How would you BEST describe your race or colour? Would 
you say White, Asian,[n]  
[r] Black, Indigenous, Middle Eastern, Latin American or Mixed 
race?            [n] 
 
      1  White  
      2  Asian  
      3  Black  
      4  Indigenous   
      5  Middle Eastern   
      6  Latin American  
       
      7  Mixed race   
 
      s  other, include other, multiple answers here (specify)  
 
      d  don't know         r  refused 



 

      @                                      
                                               
                                               
[@] <1> 
    <2>[goto race2b] 
    <3>[goto race2c] 
    <4>[goto race2d]  
    <5>[goto race2e]   
    <6>[goto race2f]    
    <7,d,r>[goto sd10]                                     
    <s>[specify][goto sd10]                                  
                      
 
>race2a< [#if race1=1, asking White]  
 
[r] Which of the following best describes your background? Would 
you say        [n] 
[r] Northern European, Central-Western European, Southern 
European, Eastern     [n] 
[r] European, or North American?                                                [n] 
 
      1  North European (Scandinavian, Finnish, Swedish) 
      2  Central-Western European (British, Scottish, Irish, German, 
Dutch,  
            Czechoslovakian) 
      3  Southern European (Italian, Portuguese, Greek, French, 
Turkish) 
      4  Eastern European (Ukrainian, Polish, Romanian, Russian, 
Serbian,  
            Croatian) 
      5  North American (Canadian, American) 
       
      s  Other (specify) 
      d  don't know         r  refused 
      @                                      
                                               
                                               
[@] <1-5,d,r>[goto sd10]                                   
    <s>[specify][goto sd10]  
 
 
>race2b<[#if race1=2, asking Asian][define <s><0>]  
 
[r] Which of the following best describes your background? Would 
you say East   [n] 
[r] Asian, South Asian or South-East Asian?                                     
[n] 
  
      1  East Asian (Chinese, Japanese, Korean) 
      2  South Asian (Indian, Pakistani, Afghani, Sri-Lankan) 
      3  South-East Asian (Filipino, Vietnamese, Malaysian) 
 
      s  Other (specify) 
      d  don't know         r  refused 
      @                                      
                                               
                                               
[@] <1-3,d,r>[goto sd10]                                   
    <s>[specify][goto sd10]      
     
 
>race2c< [#if race1=3, asking Black] 
 
[r] Which of the following best describes your background? Would 
you say        [n] 
[r] Black African, Black Caribbean or Black American?                           
[n] 
 
      1  Black African (Ghanaian, Somalian, Kenyan, Ethiopian) 
      2  Black Caribbean (Trinidadian, Jamaican) 

      3  Black American 
 
      s  Other (specify) 
      d  don't know         r  refused 
      @                                      
                                               
                                               
[@] <1-3,d,r>[goto sd10]                                   
    <s>[specify][goto sd10]  
 
 
>race2d<[#if race1=4, asking Indigenous] 
 
[r] Which of the following best describes your background?  
Would you say       [n] 
[r] First Nations, Inuit, or Metis?                                             [n] 
  
      1  First Nations   
      3  Inuit 
      4  Metis 
 
      s  Other (specify) 
      d  don't know         r  refused 
      @                                      
                                               
                                               
[@] <1,3,4,d,r>[goto sd10]                                   
    <s>[specify][goto sd10]  
 
 
>race2e<[#if race1=5, asking Middle Eastern]   
 
[r] Which of the following best describes your background? Would 
you say Arabic,[n]  
[r] Northern African, Middle Eastern, or Israeli?                               
[n] 
 
      1  Arabic (Saudi Arabia, Jordan) 
      2  Northern African (Egyptian, Libyan) 
      3  Middle Eastern (Syrian, Lebanese, Iranian, Iraqi) 
      4  Israeli 
 
      s  Other (specify) 
      d  don't know         r  refused 
      @                                      
                                               
                                               
[@] <1-4,d,r>[goto sd10]                                   
    <s>[specify][goto sd10]  
     
 
>race2f< [#if race1=6, asking Latin American]    
 
[r] Which of the following best describes your background? Would 
you say        [n] 
[r] South American, Central American, or Caribbean?                             
[n] 
 
      1  South American (Argentinean, Chilean, Brazilian, 
Ecuadorian) 
      2  Central American (Mexican, El Salvadorian) 
      3  Caribbean 
 
      s  Other (specify) 
      d  don't know         r  refused 
      @                                      
                                               
                                               
[@] <1-3,d,r> 
    <s>[specify] 



 

 
                                               
>sd10<  [define <d><999998.00>][define <r><999999.00>] 
                                               
[r] Could you please tell me how much income you and other 
members of your      [n] 
[r] household received in the year ending December 31st 2017 
before taxes?     [n] 
                                               
[r] Please include income FROM ALL SOURCES such as savings, 
pensions, rent, and [n] 
[r] unemployment insurance as well as wages.                                    
[n] 
                                               
[r] TO THE NEAREST THOUSAND DOLLARS, what was your 
TOTAL HOUSEHOLD INCOME before[n] 
[r] taxes and other deductions were made?                                       
[n] 
                                               
        @  Enter full amount (include thousands) 
                                               
        d  don't know    r  refused            
                                               
                                               
[@] <1000.00-999996.00> [input format dollar commas] [goto 
IN_POSTAL] 
    <d,r>                                      
                                               
                                               
>sd10b< [define <d><98>][define <r><99>]       
                                               
[r] We don't need the exact amount; could you tell me which of 
these broad      [n] 
[r] categories it falls into...                                                 [n] 
                                               
        1...less than $20,000                  
        2...between $20,000 and $30,000 ($29,999.99) 
        3...between $30,000 and $40,000        
        4...between $40,000 and $50,000        
        5...between $50,000 and $60,000        
        6...between $60,000 and $70,000        
        7...between $70,000 and $80,000        
        8...between $80,000 and $90,000        
        9...between $90,000 and $100,000, or   
       10...more than $100,000?                
                                               
        d  Don't Know        r  Refused        
        @                                      
                                               
[@] <1-10,d,r>                                 
                                               
                                               
[# ======= begin POSTAL code routine 
==================] 
                                               
>IN_POSTAL<  [allow int 1]                     
             [if not entry mode][goto DONE_POSTAL][endif] 
             [store <1> in IN_POSTAL]          
             [start timer]                     
             [start question count]            
                                               
>timer_POSTAL< [allow int 6]                   
>count_POSTAL< [allow int 2]                   
                                               
                                               
>START_POSTAL< [undefine <d>][undefine <r>]   [# core] 
                                               
>problem1< [template]                          
                                               
[if PROV is <10>]                              

   Postal Codes in NEWFOUNDLAND must begin with: A 
[endif]                                        
[if PROV is <11>]                              
   Postal Codes in PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND must begin with: 
C 
[endif]                                        
[if PROV is <12>]                              
   Postal Codes in NOVA SCOTIA must begin with: B 
[endif]                                        
[if PROV is <13>]                              
   Postal Codes in NEW BRUNSWICK must begin with: E 
[endif]                                        
[if PROV is <24>]                              
   Postal Codes in QUEBEC must begin with: G, H, or J 
[endif]                                        
[if PROV is <35>]                              
   Postal Codes in ONTARIO must begin with: K,L,M,N,or P 
[endif]                                        
[if PROV is <46>]                              
   Postal Codes in MANITOBA must begin with: R 
[endif]                                        
[if PROV is <47>]                              
   Postal Codes in SASKATCHEWAN must begin with: S 
[endif]                                        
[if PROV is <48>]                              
   Postal Codes in ALBERTA must begin with: T  
[endif]                                        
[if PROV is <59>]                              
   Postal Codes in BRITISH COLUMBIA must begin with: V 
[endif]                                        
[if PROV is <60>]                              
   Postal Codes in YUKON must begin with: Y    
[endif]                                        
[if PROV is <61>]                              
   Postal Codes in NORTHWEST TERRITORY and NUNAVUT 
must begin with: X 
[endif]                                        
                                               
[end]                                          
                                               
>POSTALWINS<   [window 3 destroy]              
               [window 3 default]              
               [window 3 size 14 rows 80 columns] 
               [window 3 background blue]      
               [window 3 no border]            
                                               
               [window 6 destroy]              
               [window 6 start row 20 column 1] 
               [window 6 size 17 rows 80 columns] 
               [window 6 border]               
               [window 6 displays]             
               [window 6 background yellow]    
                                               
>POSTAL< [display problem1 window 6]           
         [open POSTAL][optional all]           
         [autoadvance]                         
                                               
[r] Can you tell me your postal code please?                              [n] 
                                               
[bold][yellow] Interviewer: Use "d" for don't know or refused at 
first item only [n][white] 
                                               
      @1@2@3 @4@5@6                            
      d                                        
                                               
                                               
[@1][allow 1][reject nonalpha label <only letters here>][anychar] 
      <d> [goto POSTAL1]                       
[@2][allow int 1]<0-9>                         
[@3][allow 1][reject nonalpha][anychar]        



 

[@4][allow int 1] <0-9>                        
[@5][allow 1][reject nonalpha][anychar]        
[@6][allow int 1] <0-9>                        
                                               
                                               
>POSTAL.2<                                     
                                               
[r] Pouvez-vous me donner votre code postal, s'il-vous-pla?t?             
[n] 
                                               
[bold][yellow] Interviewer: Use "d" for don't know or refused at 
first item only [n][white] 
                                               
      @1@2@3 @4@5@6                            
      d                                        
                                               
                    
                                               
>POSTAL1< [if POSTAL@1 is <d> or POSTAL@1 is <D>] 
                 [store <9> in POSTAL@1]       
                 [store <9> in POSTAL@2]       
                 [store <9> in POSTAL@3]       
                 [store <9> in POSTAL@4]       
                 [store <9> in POSTAL@5]       
                 [store <9> in POSTAL@6]       
                 [goto FSA]                    
               [endif]                         
          [if POSTAL@2 is <d> or POSTAL@2 is <D>] 
                 [store <9> in POSTAL@1]       
                 [store <9> in POSTAL@2]       
                 [store <9> in POSTAL@3]       
                 [store <9> in POSTAL@4]       
                 [store <9> in POSTAL@5]       
                 [store <9> in POSTAL@6]       
                 [goto FSA]                    
               [endif]                         
          [if POSTAL@3 is <d> or POSTAL@3 is <D>] 
                 [store <9> in POSTAL@1]       
                 [store <9> in POSTAL@2]       
                 [store <9> in POSTAL@3]       
                 [store <9> in POSTAL@4]       
                 [store <9> in POSTAL@5]       
                 [store <9> in POSTAL@6]       
                 [goto FSA]                    
               [endif]                         
                                               
>PCV1< [allow 7][store <> in PCV1]             
>PCV2< [allow 5][store <> in PCV2]             
>PCV3< [allow 7][store <> in PCV3]             
>PCV4< [allow 5][store <> in PCV4]             
>PCV5< [allow 7][store <> in PCV5]             
>PCV6< [allow 5] [store <> in PCV6]            
                                               
>PCV1F< [allow 8][store <> in PCV1F]           
>PCV2F< [allow 6][store <> in PCV2F]           
>PCV3F< [allow 8][store <> in PCV3F]           
>PCV4F< [allow 6][store <> in PCV4F]           
>PCV5F< [allow 8][store <> in PCV5F]           
>PCV6F< [allow 6][store <> in PCV6F]           
                                               
                                               
>LOAD1<      [if POSTAL@1 is <a> or POSTAL@1 is <A>] 
                [store <Adam> in PCV1]         
                [store <Adam> in PCV1F]        
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@1 is <b> or POSTAL@1 is <B>] 
                [store <Betty> in PCV1]        
                [store <Bertrand> in PCV1F]    
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@1 is <c> or POSTAL@1 is <C>] 

                [store <Charlie> in PCV1]      
                [store <Charles> in PCV1F]     
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@1 is <d> or POSTAL@1 is <D>] 
                [store <David> in PCV1]        
                [store <David> in PCV1F]       
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@1 is <e> or POSTAL@1 is <E>] 
                [store <Edward> in PCV1]       
                [store <Edouard> in PCV1F]     
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@1 is <f> or POSTAL@1 is <F>] 
                [store <Frank> in PCV1]        
                [store <Francis> in PCV1F]     
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@1 is <g> or POSTAL@1 is <G>] 
                [store <George> in PCV1]       
                [store <Georges> in PCV1F]     
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@1 is <h> or POSTAL@1 is <H>] 
                [store <Henry> in PCV1]        
                [store <Henri> in PCV1F]       
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@1 is <i> or POSTAL@1 is <I>] 
                [store <Indigo> in PCV1]       
                [store <Indigo> in PCV1F]      
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@1 is <j> or POSTAL@1 is <J>] 
                [store <John> in PCV1]         
                [store <Jean> in PCV1F]        
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@1 is <k> or POSTAL@1 is <K>] 
                [store <King> in PCV1]         
                [store <Kevin> in PCV1F]       
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@1 is <l> or POSTAL@1 is <L>] 
                [store <Lewis> in PCV1]        
                [store <Louis> in PCV1F]       
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@1 is <m> or POSTAL@1 is <M>] 
                [store <Mary> in PCV1]         
                [store <Marie> in PCV1F]       
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@1 is <n> or POSTAL@1 is <N>] 
                [store <Nancy> in PCV1]        
                [store <Nancy> in PCV1F]       
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@1 is <o> or POSTAL@1 is <O>] 
                [store <Otto> in PCV1]         
                [store <Olivier> in PCV1F]     
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@1 is <p> or POSTAL@1 is <P>] 
                [store <Peter> in PCV1]        
                [store <Pierre> in PCV1F]      
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@1 is <q> or POSTAL@1 is <Q>] 
                [store <Queen> in PCV1]        
                [store <Qu?bec> in PCV1F]      
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@1 is <r> or POSTAL@1 is <R>] 
                [store <Robert> in PCV1]       
                [store <Robert> in PCV1F]      
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@1 is <s> or POSTAL@1 is <S>] 
                [store <Susan> in PCV1]        
                [store <Sylvie> in PCV1F]      
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@1 is <t> or POSTAL@1 is <T>] 
                [store <Thomas> in PCV1]       
                [store <Thomas> in PCV1F]      



 

             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@1 is <u> or POSTAL@1 is <U>] 
                [store <Union> in PCV1]        
                [store <Univers> in PCV1F]     
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@1 is <v> or POSTAL@1 is <V>] 
                [store <Victor> in PCV1]       
                [store <Victor> in PCV1F]      
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@1 is <w> or POSTAL@1 is <W>] 
                [store <William> in PCV1]      
                [store <William> in PCV1F]     
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@1 is <x> or POSTAL@1 is <X>] 
                [store <X-ray> in PCV1]        
                [store <Xerox> in PCV1F]       
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@1 is <y> or POSTAL@1 is <Y>] 
                [store <Young> in PCV1]        
                [store <Yvon> in PCV1F]        
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@1 is <z> or POSTAL@1 is <Z>] 
                [store <Zebra> in PCV1]        
                [store <Z?bre> in PCV1F]       
             [endif all]                       
                                               
>LOAD2<     [if POSTAL@2 eq <1>]               
               [store <One> in PCV2]           
               [store <Un> in PCV2F]           
            [else]                             
            [if POSTAL@2 eq <2>]               
               [store <Two> in PCV2]           
               [store <Deux> in PCV2F]         
            [else]                             
            [if POSTAL@2 eq <3>]               
               [store <Three> in PCV2]         
               [store <Trois> in PCV2F]        
            [else]                             
            [if POSTAL@2 eq <4>]               
               [store <Four> in PCV2]          
               [store <Quatre> in PCV2F]       
            [else]                             
            [if POSTAL@2 eq <5>]               
               [store <Five> in PCV2]          
               [store <Cinq> in PCV2F]         
            [else]                             
            [if POSTAL@2 eq <6>]               
               [store <Six> in PCV2]           
               [store <Six> in PCV2F]          
            [else]                             
            [if POSTAL@2 eq <7>]               
               [store <Seven> in PCV2]         
               [store <Sept> in PCV2F]         
            [else]                             
            [if POSTAL@2 eq <8>]               
               [store <Eight> in PCV2]         
               [store <Huit> in PCV2F]         
            [else]                             
            [if POSTAL@2 eq <9>]               
               [store <Nine> in PCV2]          
               [store <Neuf> in PCV2F]         
            [else]                             
            [if POSTAL@2 eq <0>]               
               [store <Zero> in PCV2]          
               [store <Z?ro> in PCV2F]         
            [endif all]                        
                                               
>LOAD3<      [if POSTAL@3 is <a> or POSTAL@3 is <A>] 
                [store <Adam> in PCV3]         
                [store <Adam> in PCV3F]        

             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@3 is <b> or POSTAL@3 is <B>] 
                [store <Betty> in PCV3]        
                [store <Bertrand> in PCV3F]    
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@3 is <c> or POSTAL@3 is <C>] 
                [store <Charlie> in PCV3]      
                [store <Charles> in PCV3F]     
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@3 is <d> or POSTAL@3 is <D>] 
                [store <David> in PCV3]        
                [store <David> in PCV3F]       
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@3 is <e> or POSTAL@3 is <E>] 
                [store <Edward> in PCV3]       
                [store <Edouard> in PCV3F]     
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@3 is <f> or POSTAL@3 is <F>] 
                [store <Frank> in PCV3]        
                [store <Francis> in PCV3F]     
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@3 is <g> or POSTAL@3 is <G>] 
                [store <George> in PCV3]       
                [store <Georges> in PCV3F]     
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@3 is <h> or POSTAL@3 is <H>] 
                [store <Henry> in PCV3]        
                [store <Henri> in PCV3F]       
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@3 is <i> or POSTAL@3 is <I>] 
                [store <Indigo> in PCV3]       
                [store <Indigo> in PCV3F]      
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@3 is <j> or POSTAL@3 is <J>] 
                [store <John> in PCV3]         
                [store <Jean> in PCV3F]        
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@3 is <k> or POSTAL@3 is <K>] 
                [store <King> in PCV3]         
                [store <Kevin> in PCV3F]       
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@3 is <l> or POSTAL@3 is <L>] 
                [store <Lewis> in PCV3]        
                [store <Louis> in PCV3F]       
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@3 is <m> or POSTAL@3 is <M>] 
                [store <Mary> in PCV3]         
                [store <Marie> in PCV3F]       
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@3 is <n> or POSTAL@3 is <N>] 
                [store <Nancy> in PCV3]        
                [store <Nancy> in PCV3F]       
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@3 is <o> or POSTAL@3 is <O>] 
                [store <Otto> in PCV3]         
                [store <Olivier> in PCV3F]     
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@3 is <p> or POSTAL@3 is <P>] 
                [store <Peter> in PCV3]        
                [store <Pierre> in PCV3F]      
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@3 is <q> or POSTAL@3 is <Q>] 
                [store <Queen> in PCV3]        
                [store <Qu?bec> in PCV3F]      
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@3 is <r> or POSTAL@3 is <R>] 
                [store <Robert> in PCV3]       
                [store <Robert> in PCV3F]      
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@3 is <s> or POSTAL@3 is <S>] 



 

                [store <Susan> in PCV3]        
                [store <Sylvie> in PCV3F]      
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@3 is <t> or POSTAL@3 is <T>] 
                [store <Thomas> in PCV3]       
                [store <Thomas> in PCV3F]      
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@3 is <u> or POSTAL@3 is <U>] 
                [store <Union> in PCV3]        
                [store <Univers> in PCV3F]     
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@3 is <v> or POSTAL@3 is <V>] 
                [store <Victor> in PCV3]       
                [store <Victor> in PCV3F]      
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@3 is <w> or POSTAL@3 is <W>] 
                [store <William> in PCV3]      
                [store <William> in PCV3F]     
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@3 is <x> or POSTAL@3 is <X>] 
                [store <X-ray> in PCV3]        
                [store <Xerox> in PCV3F]       
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@3 is <y> or POSTAL@3 is <Y>] 
                [store <Young> in PCV3]        
                [store <Yvon> in PCV3F]        
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@3 is <z> or POSTAL@3 is <Z>] 
                [store <Zebra> in PCV3]        
                [store <Z?bre> in PCV3F]       
             [endif all]                       
                                               
                                               
>LOAD4<     [if POSTAL@4 eq <1>]               
               [store <One> in PCV4]           
               [store <Un> in PCV4F]           
            [else]                             
            [if POSTAL@4 eq <2>]               
               [store <Two> in PCV4]           
               [store <Deux> in PCV4F]         
            [else]                             
            [if POSTAL@4 eq <3>]               
               [store <Three> in PCV4]         
               [store <Trois> in PCV4F]        
            [else]                             
            [if POSTAL@4 eq <4>]               
               [store <Four> in PCV4]          
               [store <Quatre> in PCV4F]       
            [else]                             
            [if POSTAL@4 eq <5>]               
               [store <Five> in PCV4]          
               [store <Cinq> in PCV4F]         
            [else]                             
            [if POSTAL@4 eq <6>]               
               [store <Six> in PCV4]           
               [store <Six> in PCV4F]          
            [else]                             
            [if POSTAL@4 eq <7>]               
               [store <Seven> in PCV4]         
               [store <Sept> in PCV4F]         
            [else]                             
            [if POSTAL@4 eq <8>]               
               [store <Eight> in PCV4]         
               [store <Huit> in PCV4F]         
            [else]                             
            [if POSTAL@4 eq <9>]               
               [store <Nine> in PCV4]          
               [store <Neuf> in PCV4F]         
            [else]                             
            [if POSTAL@4 eq <0>]               

               [store <Zero> in PCV4]          
               [store <Z?ro> in PCV4F]         
            [endif all]                        
                                               
>LOAD5<      [if POSTAL@5 is <a> or POSTAL@5 is <A>] 
                [store <Adam> in PCV5]         
                [store <Adam> in PCV5F]        
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@5 is <b> or POSTAL@5 is <B>] 
                [store <Betty> in PCV5]        
                [store <Bertrand> in PCV5F]    
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@5 is <c> or POSTAL@5 is <C>] 
                [store <Charlie> in PCV5]      
                [store <Charles> in PCV5F]     
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@5 is <d> or POSTAL@5 is <D>] 
                [store <David> in PCV5]        
                [store <David> in PCV5F]       
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@5 is <e> or POSTAL@5 is <E>] 
                [store <Edward> in PCV5]       
                [store <Edouard> in PCV5F]     
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@5 is <f> or POSTAL@5 is <F>] 
                [store <Frank> in PCV5]        
                [store <Francis> in PCV5F]     
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@5 is <g> or POSTAL@5 is <G>] 
                [store <George> in PCV5]       
                [store <Georges> in PCV5F]     
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@5 is <h> or POSTAL@5 is <H>] 
                [store <Henry> in PCV5]        
                [store <Henri> in PCV5F]       
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@5 is <i> or POSTAL@5 is <I>] 
                [store <Indigo> in PCV5]       
                [store <Indigo> in PCV5F]      
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@5 is <j> or POSTAL@5 is <J>] 
                [store <John> in PCV5]         
                [store <Jean> in PCV5F]        
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@5 is <k> or POSTAL@5 is <K>] 
                [store <King> in PCV5]         
                [store <Kevin> in PCV5F]       
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@5 is <l> or POSTAL@5 is <L>] 
                [store <Lewis> in PCV5]        
                [store <Louis> in PCV5F]       
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@5 is <m> or POSTAL@5 is <M>] 
                [store <Mary> in PCV5]         
                [store <Marie> in PCV5F]       
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@5 is <n> or POSTAL@5 is <N>] 
                [store <Nancy> in PCV5]        
                [store <Nancy> in PCV5F]       
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@5 is <o> or POSTAL@5 is <O>] 
                [store <Otto> in PCV5]         
                [store <Olivier> in PCV5F]     
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@5 is <p> or POSTAL@5 is <P>] 
                [store <Peter> in PCV5]        
                [store <Pierre> in PCV5F]      
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@5 is <q> or POSTAL@5 is <Q>] 
                [store <Queen> in PCV5]        



 

                [store <Qu?bec> in PCV5F]      
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@5 is <r> or POSTAL@5 is <R>] 
                [store <Robert> in PCV5]       
                [store <Robert> in PCV5F]      
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@5 is <s> or POSTAL@5 is <S>] 
                [store <Susan> in PCV5]        
                [store <Sylvie> in PCV5F]      
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@5 is <t> or POSTAL@5 is <T>] 
                [store <Thomas> in PCV5]       
                [store <Thomas> in PCV5F]      
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@5 is <u> or POSTAL@5 is <U>] 
                [store <Union> in PCV5]        
                [store <Univers> in PCV5F]     
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@5 is <v> or POSTAL@5 is <V>] 
                [store <Victor> in PCV5]       
                [store <Victor> in PCV5F]      
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@5 is <w> or POSTAL@5 is <W>] 
                [store <William> in PCV5]      
                [store <William> in PCV5F]     
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@5 is <x> or POSTAL@5 is <X>] 
                [store <X-ray> in PCV5]        
                [store <Xerox> in PCV5F]       
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@5 is <y> or POSTAL@5 is <Y>] 
                [store <Young> in PCV5]        
                [store <Yvon> in PCV5F]        
             [else]                            
             [if POSTAL@5 is <z> or POSTAL@5 is <Z>] 
                [store <Zebra> in PCV5]        
                [store <Z?bre> in PCV5F]       
             [endif all]                       
                                               
                                               
                        
                                               
>LOAD6<     [if POSTAL@6 eq <1>]               
               [store <One> in PCV6]           
               [store <Un> in PCV6F]           
            [else]                             
            [if POSTAL@6 eq <2>]               
               [store <Two> in PCV6]           
               [store <Deux> in PCV6F]         
            [else]                             
            [if POSTAL@6 eq <3>]               
               [store <Three> in PCV6]         
               [store <Trois> in PCV6F]        
            [else]                             
            [if POSTAL@6 eq <4>]               
               [store <Four> in PCV6]          
               [store <Quatre> in PCV6F]       
            [else]                             
            [if POSTAL@6 eq <5>]               
               [store <Five> in PCV6]          
               [store <Cinq> in PCV6F]         
            [else]                             
            [if POSTAL@6 eq <6>]               
               [store <Six> in PCV6]           
               [store <Six> in PCV6F]          
            [else]                             
            [if POSTAL@6 eq <7>]               
               [store <Seven> in PCV6]         
               [store <Sept> in PCV6F]         
            [else]                             

            [if POSTAL@6 eq <8>]               
               [store <Eight> in PCV6]         
               [store <Huit> in PCV6F]         
            [else]                             
            [if POSTAL@6 eq <9>]               
               [store <Nine> in PCV6]          
               [store <Neuf> in PCV6F]         
            [else]                             
            [if POSTAL@6 eq <0>]               
               [store <Zero> in PCV6]          
               [store <Z?ro> in PCV6F]         
          [endif all]                          
                                               
                                               
                                               
>CHECK_POSTAL< [allow int 1][autoadvance end]  
                                               
[r] So just to confirm I've entered everything correctly, your postal 
code is:     [n] 
[r] [fill PCV1] [fill PCV2] [fill PCV3] [fill PCV4] [fill PCV5] [fill 
PCV6] ([fill POSTAL@1] [fill POSTAL@2] [fill POSTAL@3] 
[fill POSTAL@4] [fill POSTAL@5] [fill POSTAL@6]).       [n] 
                                               
[r] Is that correct?                                                               [n] 
                                               
         1  Yes                                
         5  No                                 
                                               
         r  refused                            
         @                                     
                                               
[@]<1,9> [goto FSA]                            
    <5> [goto FIX_POSTAL]                                                                                                                                    
                                                                              
                                               
>FIX_POSTAL< [store <> in POSTAL@1]            
             [store <> in POSTAL@2]            
             [store <> in POSTAL@3]            
             [store <> in POSTAL@4]            
             [store <> in POSTAL@5]            
             [store <> in POSTAL@6]            
             [store <> in CHECK_POSTAL]        
             [goto POSTAL]                     
                                               
                                               
>FSA< [allow 3]                                
      [make FSA from POSTAL@1 POSTAL@2 POSTAL@3] 
                                               
>LDU< [allow 3]                                
      [make LDU from POSTAL@4 POSTAL@5 POSTAL@6] 
                                               
>POSTAL2< [if FSA is <999> goto DONE_POSTAL]   
                                               
>DONE_POSTAL< [window 3 destroy]               
              [window 3 default]               
              [window 3 background blue]       
              [window 3 no border]             
              [window 6 destroy]               
                                               
                                               
>OUT_POSTAL< [allow int 1]                     
             [if not entry mode][goto END_POSTAL][endif] 
             [store <1> in OUT_POSTAL]         
             [stop timer][record timer in timer_POSTAL] 
             [stop question count][record question count in 
count_POSTAL] 
                                               
                                               
>END_POSTAL<                                   
                                               



 

[#-------------------end of POSTAL code routine-----------------] 
                                               
                                               
[#=====Cell Phones  =========]                                                                                                 
 
>ISR1new< [#added July 2011][define <d><8>] [define <r><9>]   
 
[r] Is telephone number [fill AREA]-[fill PRFX:0]-[fill SUFX:0] a 
cell phone  [n]  
[r] or a 'home phone' or 'landline'?                                          [n] 
 
        1  cell phone  
        5  home phone or landline                                  
                                               
        d  don't know                  r  refused   
        @ 
         
 
[@]<1> 
   <5,d,r>  
 
 
>HH_LL< [#added Jan, 2017] 
        [define <d><98>][define <r><99>]   
 
[r] Not counting those used mostly for work or business, how 
many different     [n] 
[r] landline telephone NUMBERS are there in this household that 
you would       [n] 
[r] receive or make calls on?                                                   [n] 
 
[bold][yellow] 
 Interviewer: We are interested in land lines here. These could 
include portable 
 phones (cordless), or voice over internet (VOIP) phones.   
  
 IF NEEDED:  Do not include phone numbers that are used ONLY 
for business or  
             only used for computers or fax machines. Do not include 
cell phone  
             numbers.            
[n][white]  
 
       1-9  Enter exact number 
        10  ten or more  
          
         0  None 
          
         d  Don't Know     r  Refused 
         @  
      
[@]<0,1,d,r>  
   <2-10>  
 
 
>HH_CP< [#added Jan, 2017] 
        [define <d><98>][define <r><99>]   
 
[r] Not counting numbers used mostly for work or business, how 
many different   [n] 
[r] cell phone numbers do you have?                                             
[n] 
 
[bold][yellow] 
   Interviewer: if R has multiple devices, but one number, enter 1. 
    
   Cell phones include smart phones or other mobile devices on 
which telephone 
   calls can be made and received. 
[n][white]  

 
       1-9  Enter exact number 
        10  ten or more  
          
         0  None 
          
         d  Don't Know     r  Refused 
         @  
      
[@]<0,1,d,r>  
   <2-10>  
    
                                             
>cd< [goto end_cty][#skip cty1 to cty5 for landline, Apr 28, 2017] 
     [if area eq <416>][goto cty1][endif]      
     [if area eq <519> or area eq <226>][goto cty2][endif]      
     [if area eq <613> or area eq <343>][goto cty3][endif]      
     [if area eq <705> or area eq <249>][goto cty4][endif]      
     [if area eq <807>][goto cty5][endif]      
                                               
>cty1<[goto end_cty]  
      [allow int 2][define <d><98>] [define <r><99>][define 
<s><0>]                
                                               
[r] In what COUNTY or regional municipality do you live?                        
[n] 
                                               
     18  Durham RM(Oshawa Ajax Newcastle Pickering Whitby) 
     28  Haldimand-Norfolk RM(Nanticoke Dunnville Simcoe Delhi 
Norfolk) 
     24  Halton RM(Burlington Halton Hills Milton Oakville) 
     25  Hamilton-Wentworth RM(Ancaster Dundas Flamborough 
Stoney Creek) 
     20  Metro Toronto(North York York East York Scarborough 
Etobicoke) 
     26  Niagara RM(St Kitts Thorold Welland Niagara-on-the Lake 
Grimsby) 
     14  Northumberland C(Brighton Cobourg Port Hope) 
     21  Peel RM(Brampton Mississauga Caledon) 
     43  Simcoe C(Barrie Orillia Collingwood Midland Wasaga 
Beach) 
     19  York RM(Aurora Markham Newmarket RichHill Vaughan 
King) 
                                               
      s  Other (specify)                       
                                               
      d  Don't Know   r  Refused               
      @                                        
                                               
[@] <18,28,24,25,20,26,14,21,43,19,d,r> [goto end_cty] 
    <s> [specify][goto end_cty]                
                                               
                                               
>cty2<[goto end_cty]  
      [allow int 2][equiv cty1] [define <d><98>] [define 
<r><99>][define <s><0>]   
[r] In what COUNTY or regional municipality do you live?                        
[n] 
     29  Brant C(Brantford Paris Burford)      
     41  Bruce C(Kincardine Port Elgin Southampton Walkerton 
Wiarton) 
     22  Dufferin C(Orangeville Shelburne Grand Valley) 
     34  Elgin C(St Thomas Aylmer Port Stanley) 
     37  Essex C(Windsor Amherstburg Leamington Tecumseh) 
     42  Grey C(Owen Sound Durham Hanover)     
     28  Haldimand-Norfolk RM(Nanticoke Dunnville Simcoe Delhi 
Norfolk) 
     25  Hamilton-Wentworth RM(Ancaster Dundas Flamborough 
Stoney Creek) 
     40  Huron C(Clinton Exeter Goderich Seaforth Wingham) 



 

     36  Kent C(Chatham Blenheim Wallaceburg)  
     38  Lambton C(Sarnia Forest Petrolia)     
     39  Middlesex C(London Strathroy)         
     32  Oxford C(Woodstock Ingersoll Tillsonburg) 
     21  PeeL RM(Brampton Mississauga Caledon) 
     31  Perth C(Stratford St Marys Listowel)  
     30  Waterloo RM(Cambridge Kitchener Wilmot Woolwich) 
     23  Wellington C(Guelph Fergus Mount Forest Arthur Elora) 
      s  other (specify)   d  don't know   r  refused  
      @                                        
                                               
[@] <29,41,22,34,37,42,28,25,40,36,38,39,32,21,31,30,23> [goto 
end_cty] 
    <d,r> [goto end_cty]                       
    <s> [specify][goto end_cty]                
                                               
>cty3<[goto end_cty]  
      [allow int 2][equiv cty1][define <d><98>] [define 
<r><99>][define <s><0>]  
[r] In what COUNTY or regional municipality do you live?                        
[n] 
                                               
     10  Frontenac C(Kingston)                 
     46  Haliburton C(Minden)                  
     12  Hastings C(Belleville Trenton Tweed Bancroft) 
     09  Lanark C(Almonte Carleton Place Smith Falls Perth) 
     07  Leeds & Grenville C(Brockville Gananoque Prescott) 
     11  Lennox & Addington C(Napanee Bath Newburgh) 
     48  Nipissing D(North Bay Mattawa Sturgeon Falls) 
     14  Northumberland C(Brighton Cobourg Port Hope) 
     06  Ottawa-Carleton RM(Gloucester Kanata Nepean Vanier 
Cumberland) 
     02  Prescott & Russell C(Hawkesbury Rockland) 
     13  Prince Edward C(Picton Bloomfield Wellington) 
     47  Renfrew C(Pembroke Arnprior Deep River Barry_s Bay) 
     01  Stormont, Dundas & Glengary C(Cornwall Alexandria) 
                                               
      s  other (specify)      d  don't know   r  refused  
      @                                        
                                               
[@] <10,46,12,09,07,11,48,14,06,02,13,47,01> [goto end_cty] 
    <d,r> [goto end_cty]                       
    <s> [specify][goto end_cty]            
                                               
>cty4<[goto end_cty] 
      [allow int 2][equiv cty1]                
[r] In what COUNTY or regional municipality do you live?                        
[n] 
     57  Algoma D(Sault Ste Marie Blind River Elliott Lake) 
     56  Cochrane D(Timmins Hearst Kapuskasing) 
     18  Durham RM(Oshawa Ajax Newcastle Pickering Whitby) 
     46  Haliburton C(Minden)                  
     51  Manitoulin D(Gore Bay Little Current) 
     44  Muskoka DM(Bracebridge Gravenhurst Huntsville) 
     48  Nipissing D(North Bay Mattawa Sturgeon Falls) 
     14  Northumberland C(Brighton Cobourg Port Hope) 
     49  Parry Sound D(Powassan)               
     15  Peterborough C(Havelock Lakefield)    
     47  Renfrew C(Pembroke Arnprior Deep River Barry_s Bay) 
     43  Simcoe C(Barrie Orillia Collingwood Midland Wasaga 
Beach) 
     53  Sudbury RM(Capreol Nickel Centre Rayside Valley East) 
     52  Sudbury D(Espanola Chapleau)          
     54  Timiskaming D(Cobalt Haileybury Kirkland Lake New 
Liskeard) 
     16  Victoria C(Lindsay Bobcaygeon Fenelon Falls) 
     19  York RM(Aurora Markham Newmarket RichHill Vaughan 
King) 
      s  other (specify)   d  don't know      r  refused 
      @                                        

                                               
[@] <57,56,18,46,51,44,48,14,49,15,47,43,53,52,54,16,19> [goto 
end_cty] 
    <d,r> [goto end_cty]                       
    <s> [specify][goto end_cty]                
                                            
                                               
>cty5<[goto end_cty]  
      [allow int 2][equiv cty1][define <d><98>] [define 
<r><99>][define <s><0>]  
                                               
[r] In what COUNTY or regional municipality do you live?                    
[n] 
                                               
       60  Kenora D(Dryden Keewatin Sioux Lookout) 
       59  Rainy River D(Fort Francis)         
       58  Thunder Bay D(Geraldton Longlac)    
                                               
        s  Other (specify)                     
                                               
        d  Don't Know   r  Refused             
        @                                      
                                               
[@] <60,59,58,d,r>                             
    <s> [specify]                              
                                                                         
>end_cty<                                      
 
 
[#  ===Recruitment /Follow-up for TBI ====] 
 
>ck_follow< [if tbni1r eq <1> or tbni3r eq <1>] 
                [goto rec_tbi] 
               [else]   
                [goto end_recruit] 
            [endif]     
     
    
>rec_tbi<  [define <r><9>]  
   
[r] Over the next year, CAMH will be conducting research on 
people's experiences[n] 
[r] with head and neck injury. This study involves asking questions 
about       [n] 
[r] people's experiences with these types of injury and its impact on 
them      [n] 
[r] or their children.                                                          [n] 
 
[r] If you agree to be re-contacted in the future about this study, a 
trained   [n] 
[r] interviewer involved in our study will phone you sometime over 
the next     [n] 
[r] 6 months, and you would be asked to give information on your 
experiences    [n] 
[r] with head and neck injury.                                                  [n] 
 
[r] Are you willing to participate in this study?                               
[n] 
 
[bold][yellow]  
   Interviewer, - If you agree to participate, you will be called to 
participate 
   in the study within the next six months, and the interview will 
take about  
   15 minutes to complete. 
[n][white] 
 
          1  yes, gives name and phone number 
 



 

          r  no, refused          @ 
 
 
 
[@]<1> 
   <r> [goto end_recruit] 
 
 
>rec<    
 
[r] Just so we know who to ask for if we call back, can you please 
give me your [n] 
[r] name?                                                                       [n] 
                                  
        1  yes                    
        5  no                     
                                  
        d  don't know       r  refused 
        @                         
                                  
[@] <1>                           
    <5,d,r> [goto end_recruit]      
                          
                                      
>fol<  [open fol][optional all] 
 
[bold][yellow]   
    Interviewer: If R refused full name, take initial. 
[n][white]   
                                  
      First Name:  @fnam       
      Last Name:   @lnam      
                                  
      Press "Enter" when done    @done 
                                  
                                  
[@fnam][allow 30]  
[@lnam][allow 30]                
[@done][nodata] 
                                                                  
 
 
>number<           
 
[r] If CAMH needs to contact you again, is this the best telephone 
number       [n] 
[r] to reach you?                                                               [n] 
 
         1  yes 
         5  no 
          
         d  don't know        r  refused 
         @ 
 
[@] <1> [goto card] 
    <5,d,r>  
      
      
>phone2< [open phone2] 
 
[r] What is the best number to reach you?                                       
[n] 
 
[bold][yellow] 
  ENTER PHONE NUMBER HERE, IT WILL BE 3 NUMBERS,  
  THEN 3 NUMBERS, THEN 4 MORE NUMBERS. FOR 
EXAMPLE,               
  123 456 7890.   
      
  If there is no extension number, just hit Enter at "extension" 

         
  For "don't know", cursor down to "don't know" field and use "d". 
[n][white] 
 
       
      |@1          |   extension: |@2      |  
         
      @d  don't know                        
   
   
[@1][optional]<0-9999999999>[input format full field enter left <   
-   -    >]      
[@2][optional][allow 6]<0-999999>[input format enter left] 
    [goto card][if @2 eq <> and @1 gt <>][goto card][endif] 
[@d][optional]<d>[goto email1] 
      
                    
>card< [allow 16] 
       [if phone2@1 eq <>][goto email1][endif] 
       [make card from phone2@1 phone2@2]  
 
                         
>part1< [allow 3][equiv card position 1] 
>part2< [allow 3][equiv card position 4] 
>part3< [allow 4][equiv card position 7] 
>part4< [allow 6][equiv card position 11] 
                                         
                                         
>ck_phone2<      
 
[r] Just to confirm then, the best phone number to reach you is ...         
[n] 
 
[r] ...[fill part1:0]-[fill part2:0]-[fill part3:0]                         [n] 
[r] extension...[fill part4]                                                [n] 
 
[r] Is that correct?                                                        [n] 
 
        1  yes correct 
        5  no/ mistake                                
 
        d  don't know        r  refused 
        @ 
 
[@] <1,d,r> [goto email1] 
    <5> 
    [store <> in phone2@1] 
    [store <> in phone2@2] 
    [store <> in ck_phone2] 
    [goto phone2] 
 
          
               
[# ====  Collect e-mail address  =================] 
    
 
>email1<  
 
[r] And could we please get your email address in case your 
telephone number    [n] 
[r] changes?                                                                    [n] 
 
        1  yes 
        3  no e-mail address, no easy access to e-mail 
 
        5  no/ refused 
        @ 
 
[@] <1> 
    <3,5>[goto end_recruit]                



 

    
               
>atext< [allow 1] 
        [store <@> in atext]   
 
>mail< [open mail][optional all]       
 
[r] Could you please give me your email address slowly.                         
[n] 
[bold][yellow] 
   Interviewer: don't forget to add: .ca or .com or .org or .net, etc. 
   as required. 
[n][white] 
 
E-mail @1[fill atext]@2  
 
      Press "Enter" when done    @done1 
 
 
[@1] [allow 40] [default answer <>][input format enter 
right][anychar]  
[@2] [allow 25] [default answer <>][input format enter 
left][anychar]  
[@done1][nodata]    
                
                 
>check< [define <d><8>][define <r><9>]   
 
[r] Just to confirm then, your email address is ...                     [n] 
 
[r] ...[fill mail@1][fill atext][fill mail@2]  [n] 
 
[r] Is that correct?                                                    [n] 
 
[bold][yellow]     
  Interviewer: verify with R by spelling out email. 
[n][white]    
      
        1  yes correct 
         
        3  no/ mistake in First part                                
        5  no/ mistake in Second part  
        7  no/ mistake in Both parts   
         
        d  don't know        r  refused 
        @ 
 
[@] <1,d,r> [goto email] 
    <3,5,7>  
         
                 
>fix<  [if check eq <3>] 
       [store <> in check] 
        [store <> in mail@1]         
        [goto mail@1]  
       [endif] 
       [if check eq <5>] 
       [store <> in check] 
        [store <> in mail@2]         
        [goto mail@2]  
       [endif] 
       [if check eq <7>] 
       [store <> in check] 
        [store <> in mail@1]    
        [store <> in mail@2]      
        [goto mail@1]  
       [endif] 
             
            
>email< [allow 66] 

        [make email from  mail@1 atext mail@2]             
 
>end_recruit< [allow int 1] 
              [store <1> in end_recruit]      
 
                         
       
                                               
[# ================  RESPONDENT EVALUATIONS  
====================] 
       
                                               
>re1< [#dropped Jan 2018, back June 1, 2018 for panel B][loc 
52/72] 
      [if panel eq <1> goto stop][define <d><8>] [define <r><9>]       
                                               
[r] Do you think this interview was MUCH too long, 
SOMEWHAT long, or ABOUT right?[n] 
                                               
        1  much too long                       
        3  somewhat long                       
        5  about right                         
                                               
        d  don't know   r  refused             
        @                                      
                                               
[@][vstate 62/16] <1,3,5,d,r>                                
                                               
                                               
>re2< [define <d><8>] [define <r><9>]        
                                               
[r] Overall, would you say that this interview was not at all 
difficult,        [n] 
[r] somewhat difficult, or much too difficult to do?                            
[n] 
                                               
        1  not at all difficult                
        3  somewhat difficult                  
        5  much too difficult                  
                                               
        d  don't know   r  refused             
        @                                      
                                               
[@][vstate 62/17] <1,3,5,d,r>                             
                                               
                                                          
                                                                             
>stop< [if ETIM eq <>][settime ETIM][endif]        
       [goto SET]   
 
 
 
 


